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JESAN KR-303
This compact unit features
Volume, Squelch. PA facility and

NEW High Power switching. Tidy
little unit ideal where space is
limited. z~'"i'~.r;.,"

ONLY

l'

,

MIDLAND 77-805
MOBILE/PORTABLE
This excellent combination unit

' , ~ £2.00 p&p

'\ JESAN CB 950 • •
, HANDHELD
NJcequaHty
handheld with
all facilities and
similar In design
to the Moonraker
Master
For 27181
frequencies

can be used purely as a mobile
with its own bracket and power
lead or coupled up with the

supplied battery case and

telescopic antenna it becomes a
versatile handheld powered by
Nicads or batteries fnot supplled/.
Price also includes a high quality
speaker mike. ~

THE MOST
.,
VERSATILE
CB AVAILABLE + £2.00 p&p
IMPORTANT

~
~

aRadiOSWIthPLEASE
thls,symbol
CHECK YOU
beSIde them
ARE ORDERING
are on the old YOUR RADIO
U.K. frequency FOR THE
7 GB Radios wIth
CORRECT
this symbol
RECUIRED
ThIs
unit
has
an
LED
rt!aoout
lowI
.
'
beside
Ihem
are
on
the
FREOUENCY
High paNtr switch, DC ~nd
.••
cha~r loOCket. telescopic antenna
New Cept (European)
andcarrylngca~. Takes 10xHP7
•
frequency

~

batterits or NKads InoI: supplltdJ.
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we'~ reduced our prices considerably on some top sellfng base aerials.
Agaln......e wfU try to maIntaIn 5upplh!$ Into the Nevv Year.

The ala favoorite Is ba<k and so
are some of the old prlcesr

This unit features volume, squelch.

III
' •

mike and RF gain, Jow/hlgh power.

~+£2.00P&P
SUPERTUNEO!
We have a limited stock of
SUPERTUNED Maxcom 30E
available: these have been fitted
with an extra active filter for clear
'bleed-over'· free reception and also
auto squelch to eliminate static
and FM white noise interference.

THUNDERPOLE 3 (LEGAL)
£18.00 + £1.50 p&p.
.
£16.50 + £1.50 p&p.
LEMM MINI GP (LEGAL)..
TAGRABT-104SIGMA4
£72.oo + E3.00p&p.
£55.00 + £2.00 p&p.
VIKING 777/ANTRON 99
SIRIO 2012... .
.
£70.00 + £3.00 p&p.
SIRIO TORNADO.
.
£36.00 + £2.00 p&p.
SHAKESPEARE SUPER BIG STiCK
£7 5.00 + £3.00 p&p.
To comply with recent legislatIon we wish to poInt out-unless
a base antenna Is marked legal In our advertisement It should
only be used for the 10 meter amateur band f~uency
(28.00-29.70 MHzI.

~
=~=
ALTAI DM·315E
ECHO/POWER MIKE
Supplied ready-wired
for your radio (quote
model please). Takes
9v battery (not
included'.

~+£2.00P&P

~.

In addition to the radios listed we

have many other brand names in
stock at prices we don't want to
publicisel Before you buy a new
radio anywherejust check our
prices - anyone who matches
these discount levelsjust doesn't
want to make moneyl

TWO TOP ANTENNAS
RECENTLY IMPORTED
FROM THE USA

UNIDEN
BC200XLT
NEW SCANNERS
Covering
29- 54MHz
IIB- 174MHz
406-512MHz
B06-956MHz
With 200 memory
channels, scan, priority
search and many more
up to the minute
features from the No. 1
scanner manufacturers.

tz::I 4>

<ZI

oi

l!i._.

~~~.

bJ~

·gg£6~
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NOW - SOME OTHER
REASONS YOU SHOULD
COME TO US FOR YOUR
NEW RADIO

FULL PRE-SALE RADIO CHECK
1. Each new unit Is individually
checked and tested before despatch.
Once your radio is che<:ked to our
engineers satIsfaction we ensure it has
) thefulllegar output and deviation
setting (many new radios don't) and it
is then date stamped so that your
guarantee requirements are fully
covered.

LATE NEWS We have some stock of the original
AV ANTI ASTRO SCAN and other top USA Receiver
aerials Just arrivIng - PHONE FOR DETAILS STO(l<S ARE LIMITED

SHIPMENT JUST IN - ASTATIC, A.S, ANTLER
VALOUR, K40 - LOTS OF NEW LINES CALL IN AND SEE,

CITIZENS' BAND
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NEWS FROM THE WORL

UPDATE
Seriously, 'though, on the
same subject. we're sure you
will t,nd the tie-microphone a
handy project. We've tried it
and it works rather well, plus it
leaves your hands free for
driving and, hopefully, keeps
PC Plod off your back.
Now, in the next few issues,
you should be seeing some wait for it - new CB
equipment. We have been out
and about on the scrounge
for new gear and are happy to
report that it looks like a lot of
new radios, antennas and

Editorial
Obviously, the first thing to do
at this time of year is to wish
you all a happy and
prosperous New Year although, at the time of writing
this, I'm still saving up for
Christmas l
I hope you didn't get too
excited over our cover pie
this month. We tried tor a
lady. lads, but no-one seemed
to be forthcoming. Instead,
enter Jaff, one of our more
hirsute desIgners. who
stepped in at the last minute
to bare his chest - and it's all
In the best possible taste.

New Cirkit
Catalogue
Just published, the 1988/89
Winter edition Cirkit
Constructors' catalogue is
crammed with 184 pages of
6

accessories are on their way
onto the market.
There also seems to be a
lot of interest in the CEPT
frequencies and this has got
to be a good thing, the way
things are going. Why not
drop us a line and let us know
how you feel? Is It really the
way forward for citizens' band
radio?
Oh. one last thing. The
Department of Trade and
Industry have just invited us
to a meeting In three weeks,
along with a selection of user
groups. Naturally, we shall
report on the outcome in due
course.

essential reading for the
electronics constructor
including a wealth of new
products.
Featured for the first time in

•
the publication's 3,000 +
product lines are several new
scanning receivers, offering
an extended trequency range
and an increased number of
channels. Also new are a
useful 2m Iransceiver of
ergonomic all-British design,
and an eight-channel logic
probe, a 2.4GHz frequency
counter and the latest
Loadstar RF and AF signal
generator with LED frequency
readout.
Among the many additions
to Cirkit's components range
are enlarged selections of
capacitors, connectors,
knobs, semiconductor
switches and tools.
Once again the catalogue

carries

value~for-money

discount vouchers for use
with prepaid orders and by

popular demand there is
another competition offering
rich rewards for the sharpesteyed readers. First prize is a
Loadstar RF signal generator,
second and third prizes an
Easiwire prototyping kit, fourth
and fifth prizes are useful
miniature analogue
multimeters.
Another special attraction
in this season's catalogue, to
make those cold winter nights
pass more quickly is a
construction project
challenging readers of all
ages and vocations to build
their own programmable
frequency generator.
For further information
contact: Cirkit Distribution Ltd,
Park Lane, Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire, EN1 0 7NQ. Tel:
(0992) 444111.
CITIZENS' BAND
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[D 0 F CB
DXers' Units

early 1980.
The DX AGB Newsletter,
which is published eleven
times a year, contains
comprehensive frequency
information, broadcast
schedules, programme news,
technical articles, news about
the Handicapped Aid
Programme and the European
DX Council.
Feature articles on
imporfant radio subjects are
published, and each month a
major DX loggings section is
included, compiled by Ronnie
Easey, from members'
reports.

The DX Association of Great
Britain kindly contacted us
recently with the aim of letting
readers know ot their
organisation. Shortwave
listeners and enthusiasts will
be interested to know that,
allhough the Association is
mainly broadcast bandsorientated, it is always open
to other aspects of shortwave
radio.
The Association was
tormed in the mid-Seventies
as the KES DX Society,
becoming known as the DX
Association ot Great Britain in

,
Modet MAXt 90 UK
This new 3-channel handheld
delivers a full 4 watts of
output. The 3 channels may
easily be re-programmed
internally to anyone of the
existing 40 UK channels. This
handheld will sell at £39.95.

New from Nevada
It's good news time, folks.
Nevada Communications of
Portsmouth recentty
announced fhatthe Team
TRX404 (CEPT) radio featured in Cilizens' Band
August 1988 issue - has now
received type-approval. To
complement this set, Team
have now released the
following models:

Model TRX 404 UK
This model is identical to the
CEPT radio except that It
covers the old UK
Irequencles. It will be selling
at £69.96,

f
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JD Custom 1989
Catalogue
Those nice people down at
JD Custom Electronics (18
Deans Way, Edgware,
Middlesex: 01-906 1225) sent

us a copy of fheir brand new
catalogue. Unfortunately,
certain items included now
violate the law, as the'
catalogue was compiled and
printed before the company
was aware of the introduction
of the infamous Statutory
Instrument 1988 No 1215 which we now all know about,
don't we!
To their credit, JD Custom
have taken the time to include
a 'stop press' disclaimer in
the catalogue.
The catalogue covers
conversions. modules,
repairs, accessories,
microphone connections even sections on how to SWR
your antenna and a CB
frequency chart. All in all, a
very handy guide at just
£1.25.
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Members also receive the
schedules of a number of
radio stations and
international broadcasters in
the 'DX News,' a column
prepared by Edwin Southwell.
Members are actively
encouraged to contribute to
the Newsletter, no matter how
small their contributions may
be.

One further benefit enjoyed
by its members is that, after
the tirst full year's
membership, Senior Citizens
qualify for a reduction in their
annual subscription.
For further details, please
apply to E. A. Rickett Esq.,
Flat 13, 63 Eaton Avenue,
Hampstead, London, NE3
:lET.

Seaside Fun

The Warriors" entertained the
crowds with their skills on
lighting with axes, swords and
other assorted weapons. For
anyone who has ever
wondered il these fights are
staged or not, I can assure
you that, allhough some
moves are rehearsed, they
never know who will be left
standing at the end, and I was
shown a number of scars,
cuts and lumps
Around mid-morning, the
roadshow arrived from
Southern Sound Radio and,
along with Postman Pat and
hiS Cat. gave away lots of
tee-shirts and other assorted
goodies. They played plenty
ot records, some of which
were dedications from those
present.
Dave (Meler Man), the
Chairman of the organisation
CB4 The Blind, remarked on
how much enjoyment his
members get from holding the
event and praised all those
who helped them put it
together. He also thanked
Medico 9 for their work in
providing first aid cover and
MSGB for their help. He went
on to explain that the CB4
The Blind organisation relies
a lot on people giving up their
time and on financial support
This event not only helps
them to add to the funds but
is. in many ways, their way of
saying 'thank-you.'
After talking to various
other members of the
organisation, it is clear that
they have a lot more work to
do in helping blind breakers
and they would very much
like to hear from anyone who
would be interested in giving
a small amount of time to
assist throughout the year.
For more information they can
be contacted via: PO Box 2,
Brighton, Sussex BN1 8ES

Stanmer Park, Brighton, on
Sunday the 28th August was
the venue and date of the
1988 annual CB4 The Blind
Eyeball. The Park is situated
on the A27 (Lewes Road) with
acres of open space, a fine
old house, museum and
gardens - open to everyone.
Over the years, CB4 The
Blind has helped many
people to enjoy CB and the
whole organisation is
dedicated to their charity
work. So it comes as no
surprise that this event is well
attended by breakers from
near and far. These include
breakers from as far away as
Dorset, Gloucestershire,
Warwickshire and Essex
Apart from the odd spot of
rain, those who attended
found plenty to do and by
around 11 am the car parks
were beginning to overflow
and this kept the marshals
from Monitoring Service of
Great Britain very busy
throughout the day. There
was a number of charity stalls
including one from the British
Lions Club and the hosts. A
mini-fair kept the very small
children happy, whilst the
adults wandered around the
CB stalls inspecllng a wide
variety of goods. Many old
faces attended including:
Disco One, Spitfire, Diode,
Little Gnome, Grey Lady,
White Knight, Angel One,
Coral, Concho, Mad Colonel,
One and Only, White Dove,
Mona Usa, Harmonica and
many, many more. It was nice
to meet a new young lady
breaker called Hot Ups
(Emma) from Caterham. She
had only been on channel for
around three weeks and has
been taken under the guiding
wing of Disco One.
A team called "Battle Of

7

Automatic Test for

RF
Schlumberger Technologies
has released a new member
of ifs 700 Series ATE range fo
meet fhe fesf requirements of
RE and microwave
communications equipment
manufacfurers. The ATE
provides an integrated test
environment capable of
performing single-stage
board-level testing for new
generations of
communications equipment
utilising extensive digifal
control circuitry. This onestop test facility offers major
throughput and reducedinventory advantages over
fhe rack-and-stack test
systems commonly used
today.
All Series 700 RF test
systems are designed around
Schlumberger's core 700
Series ATE architecture,
equipped with a number of
new specialist high-frequency
features. These include a
modular coaxial 8 x 64channel signal-switching
matrix achieving better than
55dB isolation at up to
300MHz, a test-head with
integral coaxial field offering
excellent VSWR
characteristics at frequencies
as high 1GHz, and a wide
range of high-level driver
routines for connection of
specialist IEEE-488
instrumentation. The available
instrument library numbers
well over 100 and includes RF
signal-generators, power
meters and spectrum
analysers.
The new range of Series
700 RF test systems provide
the test capability for a
growing sector of the
communications
manufacturing industry: the
new generations of
equipment utilising extensive
digital circuitry for pulse-code
transmission or functions
such as security coding or
frequency agility.
Schlumberger's highperformance ATE
architecture meets this test
requirement efficiently by
offering a combinational incircuit and functional fest
environment for both the
8

Model SR316D Selective
Calling Unit
This unit has just been
released and is designed to
simply plug Into either the
Team TRX 404 (CEPT) or the
Team TRX 404UK CB radios.
When connected to the radios
it allows selecfive call of up to
16 separate sets. The unit will
sell at £59.95.
More news from Nevada Zetagi have introduced a new
style for their 1989 series of
products. This new high
performance series is
reportedly on a par with the
quality we expect from
Japanese manufacturers.
First in the line is the model
HP202 SWR/Watt Meter,
priced at £39.50. The unif

uses a twin scale meter for
instantaneous forward and
reflected power
measurements. The 10-watl

scale enables clear and
precise measurements to be
made of a legal UK CB radio
and antenna.

analog and digital sections of
the equipment under fest. Incircuif testing is available for
verification of correct PCB
assembly and soldering. The
ATE can then switch into
functional testing under
confrol of a common
diagnostic kernel capable of
locating faulls in mixed
analog-digital circuitry using a
single probe.
Such facilities can deal
highly effectively with the test
problems posed by many of

the emerging radio systems.
A typical example would be
radios for Band-Ill which will
rely heavily on the use of
digitaltrunking techniques for
sharing circuits and
frequencies, or frequencyhopping systems for security
against jamming in a military
environment.
This new ATE product
stems from Schlumberger's
considerable experience in
the communications testing
field: the company has

recently designed a number
of custom ATE systems
providing turnkey test
solutions for satellite and
military communications
projects.
For further details contact:
Steve Muddiman, Marketing
Communications Coordinator Schlumberger
Technologies Automatic Test
Equipment Division,
Ferndown Industrial Estate,
Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 7PP,
UK. Tel: (0202) 893535.
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POWER SUPPLIES

. . , ::.

A comprehensive range of Heavy Duty
13.8 volt Power Supplies
MODEL 121011 10 Amp (No Meter) £69.95
£89.95
MODEL 121015 12 Amp (W/Mete~
MODEL 122015 25 Amp (WIMete~ £145.00
MODEL 122011 25 Amp (No Meler) £119.00
MODEL 124015 40 Amp (WIMete~ £199.00

SWAlPOWER METERS
Superb High Specifications forthedlscernlng
enthusiast. Just released.
MODEL HP201 (3-3OOMHz) 1Kw Max .£28.98
MODEL HP202 (26-30MHz) 1Kw Max .£39.50

PRE·AMPLlFIERS
Low noise· High Performance to Improve
reception on even the best receivers in the
26·3OMHz range.
MODEL HP28 Deluxe V/Gain
£29.95
MODEL P27·1 Base Station Pre·Amp.£24.95
MODEL P27·M Mobile Pre-Amp .........£19.95

SWITCHES
A selection of Heavy Duty Low Loss Switches
for frequencies up to SOOMHz.
MODEL V2 2 Way 500 Watt..
£6.95
MODEL V33Way 1Kw
£15.00
MODEL V4 4 Way 500 Watt..
£11.64

ANTENNA MATCHERS

:,:
MOBILE AMPLIFIERS
ZETAGI are famous far their range of reliable
and high speclficatron Amplifiers - note
these are for use by radio amateurs only and
are not legal for CB use.
MODEL 8150150 W.att.(26·30MHz) .... £52.95
MODEL 8300 400 Watt ( 3·30MHz) .. £139.95
MODEL 85.50 500 Watt ( 3·30MHz) .. £228.95

MM27100 Watt (26-30MHz)
£11.95
M27 500 Watt (26-30MHz)
£19.85
TM1000 1Kw matcher and 2 way switch with
SWRIPWR meter
£65

DUMMY LOADS

BASE AMPLIFIERS

DL150 A superb precision Dummy Load and
Power meter.
.
Freq: 3·500MHz
Power: 1Kw
£85.00
DL50 50 Watt 500MHz Load
£13.00

Two popular models for use by radio
amateurs. These are not legal for use on
CB radio.
MODEL BV131
A valve Amplifier covering (26·30MHz)
and delIvering 100 Watt output
£111
MODEL BV132
A Solid State Broadband (3'30MHz)
Amplifier delivery 100 Watts
£120

Top Class Precision Instruments for the
Service Dept. or Radio Amateur.
MODEL 430 A VHF SWR and Power Meter
Freq: 120·5OOMHz. Power 1Kw
£69
MODEL 700 A combined VHF and UHF
Precision Meter. Freq: 120·500MHz
Freq: 120-150MHz Power: 1Kw (Max) .£99.95

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
C45 5 Digit Compact counter
Ideal for use up to 5OMHz
C3506 Digit Top of the range
For use up to 350MHz..

METERS

We also carry the complete range of
Zetagl Spares.

£59.54
£99.00

CATALOGUES
W £2 FOR OUR BUMPER

ZErMI Products are available from specially selected dealers throughout the U.K.
or direct from UK Importers:-

..nEVAD

leg LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH

P02 9AE

ps:6'~6~ ~~TALOGUES ANO RECEIVE

£20 WORTH OF VOUCHERS.
PACKEO FULL OF USEFUL TECHNICAL
INFO ANO DETAILS OF ALL OUR
PRODUCT RANGES

HOTLlNE (07051 662145

BACK CHAT

Shocking Cures
Might I make a couple of further
suggestions as to why Mikeman of
Norwich (Questions and Answers November) gets shocks from the metal
case of his mike.
You mention that he should check his
PSU but you do not tell him the most
important checkpoint. The case of the
PSU must be earthed to the mains earth.
Many early commercially-produced
PSU's had only twin (live and neutral)
cable to the mains, a fact which many
people found to be distinctly painful and
although Mikeman's PSU is a homebrew and built to a high standard, it is
possible that he has a leakage on the
high tension side of the transformer. A
good earth connection would re-route
this to ground, but it is important to use a
solder-tag bolted not pop-rivefed, to the
metal case!
Secondly, during this past summer
(so-called) there have been many days
when there has been a substantial buildup of static on my antenna, and, since
the shortest distance route in a nonearthed rig is often via the user, it is an
excellent idea to fit a PL259-type
iightning arrestor onto the S0238 socket
of the Thunderpole. The device then
discharges static build-up via a length of
30A cable soldered to the large tag and
termined by a length of copper pipe
driven into the ground. The large radial
array of Thunderpole can then
discharge its static continuously to the
ground and not to the rig and operator.
You don't have to have a lightning strike
in order to get a build-up'
However, as a final word, there are
some people who seem to suffer much
discomfort from the static build up via
artificial fibres/friction etc while to
others there is no noticable shock. A
colleague of mine, working in a
10

laboratory, suffered intensely from static
build-up on a rubber apron while
insulated from the floor by rubber boots.
As soon as her eye fouched the metal
eyepiece of a microscope, or her hands
touched a wafer tap, there was a distinct
'snap' as the unseen electricity went fa

ground. (Plus an involuntary yelpl)
Dressed exactly the same, I never
suffered the discomfort.
Hope that the above may be of some
help to others.
Sentinel,
Huntlngdon_

SHOCK
CURES
Thank you, CB
I am writing to you so you can pass on
my thanks to the people in your sales
office. You see I have been unable to
get November's issue of CB. The
newsagent I have my order at has been
told my his supplier that it is not out yet. I
knew this was a 'porky pie' because a
breaker friend of mine has a copy but
WHS would not have this. So I rang your

office on Friday 4/11 /88 at about
2.00pm and spoke to a charming young
lady and told her of my plight and sure
enough, through the letter box this
morning (Saturday 5 Nov), a copy of CB
dropped in. So alt that remains is for me
to say thank you and keep up the good
work.

Fisherman,
London N1.
CITIZENS' BAND
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Wise Up Smart Alec
In reply to the comments made in the
'Smart Alec' article (Cif Band act 88),
perhaps we should set the record
straight once and tor all. The OTI have
on at least three occasions stated at
various meetings that they would be
prepared to discuss the future of a
Single Side Band mode of CB within the
UK for the future. But any such system
would have to be one that is both
'worthy' and 'viable.'
We have no doubt that any such
system would take a lot of consideration
on both sides - trom the OTl's
requirements and that of the users. It
would be stupid from our point ot view to
push for any such system that would not
offer more in terms of protection than
those presently 'legally' used in the UK.
So MSGB and SACBC have spent about
a year asking breakers for their thoughts
and ideas on what they consider to be
the main priorities of such a system.
. These points have been analysed and a
proposal document has been presented
to the OTI for inclusion and discussion
within the 1990 Spectrum Review. We
have consulled with the OTI at every
stage throughout the year's duration,
and they have been very helpful. But this
still does not "'ean that we will get legal
SSB.
What it does however put forward is
the fact that many CBers feel that they
should enjoy the use ot SSB under a
legal system - but the right system, if we
are to make it work. As far as we are
aware we (MSGB & SACBC) are the tirst
to put torward such a request in a
published form since the beginning of
legal CB within the UK.
MSGB have always made our fellow
User Group Representatives aware of
our intention to put together such a
document and, further to this, it was
clearly stated at the last OTI User Group
Meeting. Those present showed support
inclUding the OTI officers who agreed
that it was something to be considered.
So, please tell us who you spoke to so
that we can check your information out.
As you have said, you like to keep your
ear pretty close to the ground - so be
careful that someone doesn't come
along and stick their foot in it for you.
The User Group Representative
organisations have for some time been
very supportive towards each other and
this has proved to be of great benefit to
CB in general. One of the many things
that we will all continue to fight together
for is the continuation of the 934 MHz
CB band. It is very easy for us who meet
the OTI to understand the workings of
the government department but, it is not
so easy to undo the misguidings that
you seem intent on spreading (or is that
that you don't listen?).
CITIZENS' BAND
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You have made a further statement
that "there is not an ounce of truth in the
rumour that the OTI wants to remove the
top 40 channels within the next two
years, or even in the forseeable future.
At the last OTI User Group Meeting, we
were told by the OTI atter a question
had been put to them that they had no
plans to withdraw the top 40 channels.
However, they were concerned at the
present fall in licence figures and that,
after 1992, if the other members of the
EEC came up with a viable and
financially worthwhile system, the
Government may be forced to bow to
pressure.
11 is clear from your article that you
are happy to bury your head in the sand,.

ABCB Open Forum
ABCB's annual "Open Forum" was held
again in the debating chamber of the
Nottinghamshire County Council on
October 29th.
The Chairman of the County Council,
Councillor Arthur Palm er, welcomed the
visitors to Nottingham. His spe~h was
followed by the Chairman ot ABCB who
criticised the OTI for their failure to rid
CB of its unwanted users who are the
cause of the reduction in the number of
licences taken out. Foul language,
abuse, keying out etc drive the decent
people away and, while the CB fraternity
supply the OTI with twice the licence fee
money that Ham radio produces, -we get
a very inferior service.
ABCB analysis of channel usage
showed veOf tew people on CEPT (less
than 20%) which gave a very good
argument for the retention of the 27/.81
channels. The OTI speaker was Mr John
Brigstock who gave an excellent
contribution talking about the sort of

and take anything that comes along.
Thank God that many CBers and those
who represent them don't share your
view. After all, if it wasn't for those many
who fought so hard to get 'legal' CB into
the UK, we would all be like you - a
passive objector.
Oh yes, I know a man whose
secretary is related to a bloke who
cleans the loos in Waterloo Bridge
House and he has told that man's sister
that you are none other than.
........' Is that the truth or another
rumour?

lan Ollver,
National Publicity and Public
Relations Officer,
MSGB,

things that CB folk want to talk about. He
explained Why the changes in fhe
licence were made, he talked about 934,
music playing and the review in 1990.
The second guest speaker was Mr
Paul Green of National One. He talked
about the new system of fixed and
mobile radio communications, using a
network of transmitters. After the coffee
break, a very lively open forum was held,
where everyone had the opportunity to
ask questions. Mr. Brigstock answered
all that were put to him and agreed to
take a very serious complaint of roving
gangs of CB users at night in
Nottingham back to London.
The Secretary of ABCB wound up
with a plea for a change of priorities
from the OTt. A cleaner CB would bring
in more revenue from extra licences.
and ollenders againsloCB should have
their names published.

The Leflman,
Chairman (ABCB),
Nolllngham,
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ANSWERS

ike
yslery
Mike Mystery

Virtuafly anything you lit, no matter

into a typical rig. The amplifier is

what it says on the box, will in one way
or another degrade your signal.
However, some are less annoying than
others, and the special effects mikes

normafly built into the capsule, hence
the need lor a battery power suppty.
properties than crystal mikes but the

plenty to choose Irom
at the moment but which
one? Can you also tell me why some 01
these mikes - even ordinary ones -

(echoes etc) used in moderation - wefl

limiting factor, as tar as sound quality

away from us - can be fun. The

goes, is the design 01 the rig, and rhe

have batteries inside them? The one

question the mike supplied with your
rig is almost certainly a piezo-electric
device. A thin slice of quartz crystal is

Q

I'm thinking about
buying a new power

mike lor my mobile rig
-

there seems to be

I'm using at the moment hasn't got
one, why Is that?
Michael Keeley,
Oxford.

A

Sadelta range may be a good place to
start. In answer to your second

reafly don't need a power
mike, Mike. If you did, it
would have been litted by
the manufacturer.

before they're strong enough to be led

answer is to say that you

bandwidth of the transmission

channel. You could connect your rig
to the best microphone in the world,
and it wouldn't make any difference;
sorry.

attached to a diaphragm, which
resonates in sympathy with your voice
- the vibrations are turned into an
electrical current, which is amplified
ete etc. Most add~on mikes use
electret capsules - these minute
microphones produce only tiny signal
currents, which have to be amplified

The painlul but honest

Electret mikes do have better acoustic

Clammy Cable?
Can you help? I've
lIIerally run out 01
Ideas. I'm at my wits
end, I've tried
everything (Get on wtth
ft - Ed). Qver the past
three months I've watched the power
output needle on myoid Cybernet
2000 slowly creep down the dial. When
I Ilrst noticed the drop In power I had
the rig checked out by the local
'doctor' - he pronounced It lit as a
fiddle. I've changed the antenna, and
the connectors but It's stili lalllng.
Help me belore I go off the scale
altogether?
M. T. Hickley.
Marlborough.

Q

A

Let's look at the problem
logically. You've had the
rig checked out, you've
changed the antenna and

you've replaced the
connectors and we can

safely presume that your car battery;s
OK - what does that leave? The cable.
I've encountered the lautt you
describe only once before, and

changing the cable cured that. The
,
ends 01 the cable looked line, and it ".'
read OK on the meter but it turned out
that moisture was seeping in through a

12
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seems okay so It might be worth
repairing, Can you tell me what the
chip should be - the local expert
reckons he can get one If I can find out
what It should be, The only
Identification mark Is the name, Jaws
Mkll,
Pele Samuels.
Brighton.

tiny split in the outer sheath. It was
slowly creeping along inside between
the braiding and the inner conductor,
slowly altering the characteristics of
the coax as it went. If it's not that, then

we suggest that you engage the
services of a good exorcist . ..

Jaws the Job
About three weeks ago I
picked up a neat little CB
rig at a local Boot Sale. It
only cost a liver, and the
guy who sold It to me
swore blind that It
worked OK. Needless to say when I
got It home I lound that It was
completely dead. After trying all the
obvious things I opened up the case.
When Ilookec:flnslde it was obvious
that someorre had been there belore
me as the main microchip had been

Q

unsoldered and removed. I've checked

around the rest of the board and It all

A

That's a real blast from
the pasf - as you say
fhey're really neat little
rigs and perhaps
something of a collector's
item these days. It was an

old AM rig, almost certainly illegally
imported in the early 1980s. The chip

you're referring to is almost certainly

IC202, which is an LC7120 (9F4)
manufactured by Motorola. Hope that
helps.

Lightning Answer

Q

Can you settle an
argument? What would
happen It my CB
antenna was struck by
lightning, whilst I was
driving along - would I

and my passengers be electrocuted

and would It damage the rig? Is there
anything I can do to prevent this
happening?
F. Forrester,
London Nl 0

A

I wouldn't lose too much
sleep over this one. If you
are ever struck by

lig htning whilst out driving
(and it's so unlikely as to be
almost impossible) the
charge would be grounded, through
the metalwork, and through the film of

rainwater. Any electronic equipment

in the path of a mega-voft discharge
like that probably won't survive. So no,
you probably won 'f be fried - probably
... If it ever happens, then let us know
how you get on!
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SPECIALSTICKEROFFER
\

E936
-

As an enthusiastic CB user you have your own special call sign. so why not let the world at large
know your handle and give your car a distinctive look into the bargain. Tell us your handle and
we will supply you with the latest idea in stick-on style, using a neat typeface and in a colour to
complement or contrast your car's colour.
Each sticker is a special one-off just for you and comes complete with a numbered and signed
Certificate of Authenticity. Your sticker will be made from superb quality materials that are
hard-wearing and highly resistant to weathering, washing, polishing and fading.
The stickers fit any make of car and come complete with easy to follow step-by-step
instructions (no special tools or skills are required). It will only take you a few moments to fit
and you will get admiring and envious looks for years to come.
So sent TODAY for your sticker at the extra special CB reader price of only £7.50 (post and
packing included). All orders despatched within 48 hours.

r-----------------------------------------------,
PRIORITY ORDER FORM
Please make me
sticker(s) @ £7.50 each (post and packing included)
My handle is (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE, MAXIMUM 12 LETTERS/NUMBERS)
I wish to have my sticker(s) made in the following colour (PLEASE TICK ONE ONLY)
BLACK
GOLD
SILVER
.
RED
WHITE
(please insert total amount sent)
I enclose my cheque value £
made payable to CB Reader Offers
Signature
Name..............................
Address
Town

Date

Post Code

.
(Block letters please)
.
.

Please return with paymept to CB Reader Offers, 9 Hall Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts ROC B02

~-----------------------------------------------~
CITIZENS' BAND JANUARY 1989
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THE PAMA SALES TEAM
(HARMING
BEAUTY
IGAL

EOI

L1LLlAN

SUSAN

JACK

LEN

DO THE PRODUCTS YOU STOCK SEll FAST?

Pama's Do!
Pama realise that being a C.B. retailer is not easy, we understand your
problems and how important it is that you have the products that sell on your
shelves fast, thats why Pama's is probably the biggest independent C.B.
wholesaler in the country.

10 GOOD REASONS FOR CALLING Pama
•

*EXTENSIVE STOCK RANGES
*DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
*ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 1 HOUR OF PLACEMENT
*HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES
*FULL SERVICE AND SALES BACK-UP
*FRIENDLY - PROFESSIONAL SALES TEAM
*THE FASTEST DELIVERY IN THE U.K.
*EVERYTHING FROM A - Z IN C.B. IN ONE PLACE
*DELIVERY EVERYWHERE NATIONWIDE & EUROPE
*TRADE-ONLY, OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.

To set up an account with Pama is easy, just pick up the phone and call one of
the sales team ON THE HOTLlNE (061-446 2437) 3 LINES AVAILABLE
and they will be pleased to answer all your questions and send any
information, you require.

WE ARE CELEBRA TING 10 YEARS OF PAMA
SO THERE ARE MANY CELEBRATORY OFFERS
PAMA HOUSE, 433 WILMSLOW ROAD,
WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER M20 9AF.

~~..
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Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements
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irst of all, allow me to
wish each and every one of
my loyal readers a very
happy and prosperous
Christmas and New Year. I
hope that Santa has bought
you all exactly what you were hoping for,
and that none of you have a nasty
hangover.
For my 'good deed of the month' I'm
going to share a tip with you. If you do
go over the top with the Christmas spirit,
waking up with a hangover - then. take
the usual aspirin or paracetamol, but,
also dissolve a coupte of spoonfuls of
powdered glucose (available from any
chemist of good supermarket) In some
water or preferably milk. Stir it well and
knock it back. I suggested this several
years ago to my younger brother aller
noticing that the after-affects of heavy
drinking (ie, headache, sickness etc)
were almost identical to the after affects
of my sugar diabetes, when I had
forgotten to eat and my blood sugar had
dropped Sure enough, my brother was
laughing and taking again within the
hour. The reality is that alcohol uses up
the calones within your body, so
arlificially dropping your blood sugar. If
you can't get hold of glucose, then loads
of sugar dissolved in warm milk or water
will have the same effect, but will take a
little longer l My brother swears by it now,
even to the extent of drinking milk and
gtucose before he goes out.
With this being the January issue, and
the New Year Honours List becoming
publiC, I have decided to publish my own
New Year Honours. Looking back over
the past year's events, these are my
honours for the New Year.
My Trucker of the Year Award goes to
a man that I have never met, or even
spoken to, but I have it on good authority
that a nicer person you couldn't wish to
meet. He's good fun, going over the top
somefimes, he's a very good mate, even
to the point of getting home late and
losing pay iust to stop and repair a
mate's truck when no-one else would
stop and help. Yes Samba, you have
become my Trucker of the Year.
The MACHO Award took some
thinking about (MACHO meaning Most
'Andsome Cute Hunk Outl). But
eventually it had to go to one at the, if
, not the best-looking truckers on the
road. Someone who's kind, cheeky, fun,
interesting ... you name it, he is it (well
almost) and, before you all say it - No
it's not the man I'm madly in tove with this is awarded to Bill (Bullalo Bill) who
comes up north an drives for Leyland
Oaf Trucks.
The PUFF trucker at the year (Proven
Under Furtive Feels) goes divided
between Rough Tough Cowboy from
Birmingham and my mate and informer
Peter (Hanky Tank). For providing fun

F

and amusement over the airwaves
without bad language and abuse. These
tads will always manage to cheer you up
if you're feeling down. By the way Stuart,
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Brandybird brings
in the New Year
with her own
Honours List

by now, you've probably had your
operation and are 011 the road. We're all
thinking about you ... get well soon.
The BEAST Trucker Award goes,
without hesitation to Butch Cassidy
(Alan), again from Birmingham. BEAST
standing for Boastful, Exaggerating And
Sandra Teasing. Alan is a rotter, always
calling me nasty names and taking the
mickey. I always swore I'd get my own
back. Who'd believe that so much abuse
could come from a person who's taken
so many radio operator's exams?
I'd also like to make a Lady Breakers
Award going to Miss Ellie, for simply
being herself. A tady (a real lady) with a
heart of gold, who would do anything to
help anyone without expecting, or even
hoping for anything, in return. If you
haven't already guessed, I consider

myself extremely lucky to have Ellie as
probably my best fnend. Thanks for
everything Ellie.
My Wally Trucker's award must go to
the tanker driver who delivered to my
works recently, in Coventry, phoned his
boss and found out he had to drive up to
Manchester at 4,45pm on a Friday. He
was pleased to hear that he was only a
mile from Junction 3 M6, but not so
pleased to hear about the roadworks
around the Birmingham area. I
suggested that he could get on the A5
and rejoin the M6 at junction 12,
therefore missing the disaster known as
Birmingham, but would obviously get
caught up in the rush hour tratfic,
whichever way he went. His final
decision was to join at gate 3, go south
to gate 2, take the M69 to Leicester, join
the M1 North and then travel back
across country again to get to
Manchester. I didn't find out his handle,
though he did have a CB in the truck. If
he did go that way, It must have taken
him hours!
Last but certainly not least, I've
received another letter from my Spanish
correspondent, Jorge, thanking me for
the mention last month. He has received
several letters from English people,
wishing to correspond with him and
wanted to thank me. My pleasure, Jorge,
glad to have been of help.
Jorge has asked me to give him a bit
more publicity. Apparently in Valencia,
there are four groups organising
fundraislng for their children's hospitaf,
where they help orphans and, from as
little as eight years of age. drug addicts.
If you would like to help and help your
own collection of OSLs then here's what
to do. Send a £5 note (he must think
we're all made of cash over here!)
between two of your OSL's (no coins or
cheques for some reason). State clearly
your name and address, close and seal
the envelope with tape and send it to
Jorge G. (SSG 45, CH Funds), Apartado
Correos 2194, 46080 Valencial, Spain,
and you should receive a big package
containing information in both English
and Spanish about the hospital and the
fund raising, free membership to the four
groups concerned, 20 OSLs of each
group, one volume of the Spanish
magaZine called Breiko, and a special
collection of five different stamps
commemorating the 1992 Olympics in
Barcelona.
.
If you can't spare that sort of money
then perhaps if you've been on holiday
in Spain this year you've got some
Spanrsh money lying around, send that.
The pnce for Spanish partiCipants is
1000 pesetas, but I'm sure they would
be grateful for anything that you'd care
to send.
Well that's about it for another month.
Stay lucky lads and lasses, take care,
have a fantastic year and, as always,
stay safe.

Brandybird
CITIZENS' BAND
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COMMUNICATION THE

More names and addresses from aSLers all over the world,
courtesy of David Shepherdson
ell, once again it's
the start of another
New Year, so I guess
if's time tor me to
remember to wish all
readers a Very Happy
Christmas! As this is Ihe January issue,
perhaps a few hints on how to get your
name mentioned may not go amiss. Also
a tew hints on contacting OSL clubs
could be useful, especially to new
OSLers.
Well, first of all, be prepared to be
patient. 1 write several months in
advance at your actual reading Ihese
pages and have quite a pile of letters to
be included at any time. To have a
chance of seeing your name in print
you'll have to drop me a line and ask for
a mention. The way nol to do this is to
send a scrap of paper torn out of a spiral
pad, or similar, and nothing else! Send
me your OSL card(s) or a package such
as you would normally send out. Please
do make sure that they are your own
personal OSL cards, and not someone
else's with your name written on the
ba~k, this is not fair OSLing! This sort of
request is far more likely to succeed
than a single piece of paper! If you wish
a reply or just wish me to confirm safe
receipt, then please do remember to
include a SASE (Self Addressed
Stamped Envelope), or if writing from
outside the UK, two IRC's (Internafional
Reply Coupons).
For a club after a mention, the same
applies to you but please remember to
include some up-ta-date application
forms so I know what you offer and for
how much. If you are new to OSLing and
wish to join some of the clubs
mentioned in these pages, then drop the
club a line and ask for details on how to
join. Please mention that you saw their

W
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Slar Rider Designs.
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QSL Club Addresses:

Berliner Bear / Super
Stinky
Crook OX Club
Firebirds OSL Club
Kilo Mike OX
I Oufer Hebrides
DX-OSL
Sea Smugglers
Tango Papa (83)

PO Box 2923, 0-6750 Kaiserslautern,
Wesl Germany.
PO Box 2, Crook, Co Durham, DL15
8LX.
54 Boyne Rd, Hastings, E. Sussex,
TN355NZ.
PO Box 1, Kirby Muxloe, Leicester,
LE99DP.
PO Box 11, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis,
PA87 2NY, Oufer Hebrides, Scotland.
PO Box 139, Bexhill on Sea, East
Sussex, TN40 2AF.
PO Box 13, Southport, Lancs.

When writing to any QSL Club or Firm, atways include return postage
to assist with their reply, it does help. Please also mention that you
saw their name in the CB Mag, thanks.

-'
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name in the magazine and remember to
include a suitable SASE for their reply.
When writing to a club outside the UK,
or indeed, if writing to a UK club from
outside the UK, include a couple of IRCs
instead of a SASE, though if you were to
include an envelope clearly showing
your name and address, this would be a
great help. The IRCs are available from
your local Post Office. These currently
cost 60p each, but they can only be
exchanged for stamps equal in value to
the minimum postage needed to post a
letler back to the UK, surface!
Once you have picked a club that you
wish to join, and either have sent for and
received an application form, or have
come across one in a OSL package,
read the form carefully. There are
sometimes special conditions given in
the form on how to join. Most clubs will
not accept non-personal OSL cards so
please make sure that you join clubs
and swop with your own personal OSL
cards, not a club card instead of your
own card' A club OSL card is there to
help extend your own OSL package, not
to replace your own personal card(s).
There are three main types of OSL
card referred to in OSLing as a hobby.
First there are club cards, usually what
are classed as "blanks." These are sold
by the club and usually have a space for
you to write on your name, handle and
club unit number. If you have a number
of these, and your handwriting is as bad
as mine, I do recommend the use of
pre-printed sticky labels for adding your
address etc to these cards. Next are
personalised club cards. Again, these
are sold by the club but they can be
supplied in small quantities with your
details printed on the card, often by the
club or one of the people who offer such
a service at moderate cost.
The second type of personalised club
cards are supplied in larger quantities,
often 1,000 at a time, with your name,
handle, address and club unit number
put on when the cards were themselves
printed. Finally there are the personal
OSL cards. These are the ones that you
have had made, at your expense for
your own use when swopping and
collecting. These are the cards which
are special to you, and you alone. It is
these cards that you should use to join
OSL clubs with, and to OSL to people
with along with any club blanks or
personalised cards you have. I hope that
this has been of some help to you,
especially to anyone who is new to
OSLing.
A couple of clubs that I know of offer
an extension to the personalised club
cards in that the clubs have
commissioned a printer to print "fourpart" cards with a design, each part of
which is swopped, and what is known as
"controlled" by a member of the club.
One club which offers this is the Crook
OX Club of Co Durham. The theme of
their "Series" pictures is Science Fiction
and they are usually two colours of ink.
CITIZENS' BAND
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QSL Service Addresses:

Charle Cards
Currie Cards
Ensign Cards
POMA (Ray-UK Rep)
Raymac Display

Sharp Graphics
Scottish CB Newssheet

26 Edward St, Hartshorne, Burton-onTrent, Staffs, DEll 7HG.
89 Derwent St, Blackhill, Con sett, Co
Durham.
58b Market St, Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch,
Leics.
PO Box 106, Canterbury, Kent, CTl
3YN.
No. 2 Showfield Ind. Units, Pasture Lane
Ind. Est., Morton, North Yorks. (Send £2
for Sample pack & £4 credit towards
order).
PO Box 3, Grangemouth, FK3 9BD.
(0324-473432).
Cia 'Arnail', Patison, Neilston, Glasgow,
G78 3AT. One year's subscription £2.70.

event this year, please do let me know
some details as soon as possible, then
tallow them up with tuller details as soon
as they became available. The earlier
you let me know about any event, the
sooner I can include the details, even it
it's just date, venue and a contact
address. These Eyeballs are a great
place to get to meet people who you
have only contacled previously through
the post by swopping OSLs. Many of
them are absolute musts for card
collectors.
Those held in Dover, Hastings and
Wolverhampfon are mainly for POMA
card colleclors, though anyone who
swops is usually made welcome. The
Stanley, Kirby Muxloe and more
northern ones often cater for colfectors
of Currie Cards and so on.
Some that are planned for 1989 that I
know of include the Stanley "Big
Meeting" planned for April, not quite
sure of the date as yet for this one. Then
there is the Tango Papa Southport
Charity Eyeball held on May 20th. I have
details already of the 2nd Sea
Smugglers Annual Meeting on June 10th
and 11 th, the Sheffield Charity Eyeball
and Gala on June 18th and the Kilo
Mike Eyeball on June 25th. I hope to be
attending at least three Eyeballs again
this year so keep an eye out, you may
just spot me at one of them - if you want

to of course!
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Another club offers its members cards in
a "Warrior" series, and has recently
added a "Camelot" theme to its cards.
Although the hobby of OSLing is
CITIZENS' BAND
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usually conducted solely through the
post, Ihere are many "Eyeballs" 'held
through the year all over the UK and
Europe. If anyone is organising such an

A couple of monfhs back I managed
to put both feet firmly in it and said that
Mark (Earfybird) of the Firebirds OSL
Club had control of all the clubs
previously run by lan (Conman) i.e.
Yankee Truckers, Rebel Truckers and
Freightliners. Mark was very quick to
wrife to remind me that he actually has
control of the Freighttiner and Yankee
Truckers' Currie Cards, the Clubs
having been closed. As for the Rebel
Truckers, this club is currentty "Up for
Control." Sorry Mark, I'm sure it'll
happen again sooner or later
' a
Further afield, there has been
couple of clubs that'people have been
trying to get In touch with for some time
now. The first is Jorgen Hansen of the
Toucan International of Venezuela, but
as no-one seems to get any contact
with the club, we have to assume that it
has closed, probably due to continuing
ill-health of fhe President. The other club
that people have been trying to contact
is the Berlinner BearISuper Stinky duo
run by Knut Mittlestadt in Germany. Well,
I can now pass on the news fhat Knut
has been in hospital for much of 1988
but is recovering and has been
responding to the many letters which
have piled up over the months. Best
wishes to Knut from everyone here.
I've also just received a letter this
morning from the rather ill-fated
Invitations Exchange Centre of Germany
to the effect that the Club has
apparently had to close.
A request in now from Tony
19

MARATHON

MAN TWO
SIERRA LIMA
GROUP PRESIDENT

PO BOX 55, ALDERSHOT
HANTS.. GUl1 7YX

ENGLAND, U.K.

QSler Addresses:

Tony (Gunfighter)
Eden (Silver Cane)
Alice (Blue Eyes)
Gary (Black Eagle)
Nick (Woody)

1 Carneton Close, Crantock, Nr
Newquay, Cornwall, TRB 5RY, UK.
4 Orchard Close, Littleport, Ely, Cambs,
CB6 lNU, UK.
WM 97, PO Box 23, Brentford,
Middlesex, TWB 9NF, UK.
WDX149, PO Box 29, Derry, Northern
Ireland.
PO Box 55, Aldershot, Hants, GU11 7YX,

UK
Tom (Marathon Man
Two)
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PO Box 55, Aldershot, Hants, GU11 7YX,

UK.

(Gunfighter) Beamond of Cornwall who
asks me to pass on his new address as
since moving, he's not been gelling
much mail! A package of cards in from
Eden (Silver Cane) of Ely; not just OSL
cards, but view cards, eyeball cards and
even a playing card. For collectors,
Eden also has a set of Currie Cards, as
does Tony (Gunfighter).
Another person who collects these,
among many others, is Alice (Blue Eyes)
of Brentford. She has several cards by
different printers including Currie, Star
Rider and Heidi and also collects POMA
and BandM cards. She has also asked
me if I could shed any light on whether
or not the South Wales Warrior Group
(Caerphilly) is still aclive as she has
written several times without any
response, not even her letters returned.
Any info on this club, or from this club
would be appreciated. Also, she is trying
to get in touch with "Libra" of
Wednesfield for his or her Star Rider
cards, again without any success. Again
any help there would be appreciated.
From Derry in Northern Ireland hails
Gary (Black Eagle) who asks for a
mention and sends his card. From
Aldershot hail a couple of card
collectors, namely Nick (Woody) and
Tom (Marathon Man Two).
I said last month that I had heard that
the Outer Hebrides DX-OSL Club had
been taken over by Jan (Superman) and
I would no doubt hear pretty quickly if I
was wrong about this. Well, I've since
heard that I was correct and I now have
details on the new club and its package.
Cost of membership is £2 plus a
reasonable-sized and stamped SASE
along with five personal OSL cards. For
this you get your OH Unit Number, ID
card, certificate, welcome letter,
president's and vice-president's
personal OSL cards, with free
membership for your XYL/M. Also
exchange club invites, OH invites to
pass on, stickers, log sheets, viewcard
of Lewis, tourist info and a mixture of 26
club cards! The club can also offer club
cards, by Curries, at £3 and £4 per 100
depending on fhe design, plus 30p
postage for the first 100, and 20p for
further lOO's. There is also a limited
number of club POMA cards at £7 per
100 (plus postage). Also a club stamp,
club patch and extra club seals
(stickers).
Well, that's it once again, no more
room. I'm actually getting the pile of
letters and packages down now to
reasonable proportions so if you want a
mention for yourself or your club, please
drop me a line, with return postage if you
wish a reply and I'll see what I can do.
Any info on torthcoming events is of
course most welcome, but please give
me plenty of notice, not a couple of
weeks' All letters etc should be sent to 3
Tarn Villas, Cowpasture Road, Ilkley,
West Yorkshire, LS29 BRH and not via
the mag.
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~ ;ow Available:_
One of the most popular Mobile Rigs
around. It has excellent sensitivity
and anti 'bleed over' facility of the 200.

unlden

200

Exceptional performance from this
dual·purpose hand portable. Can be
mounted under the dash and when
away from the car - hiking, walking,
fishing etc.. it will keep you in touch.

MIDLAND 77-104

UNIDEN PC450E
: HAS AT LAST
", GOT APPROVAL
Phone Us For

"-~'%f711¥g.&"
> ..;
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Pama SUPA TRI
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE FROM
THIS TRIPLE LOADED HIGH QUALITY
ANTENNAE SIMPLY ... THE BEST!

One of the best mobiles around with
R.F. gain, tone control and other
features, it has a good sensitive RX
section with low 'bleed over'.

unlden

300

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER PRICE

It doesn't need to be big! The Mini
Mobile is the smallest rig available
but don't be deceived; it has
exceptional performance for it's

n size.
Undoubtedly the 300 is the best
selling base station in the U.K. It's
features includes mic gain, R.F. gain,
power and tone controls and S meter.
Value for money? It's unbeatable.

unlden

£ 19

•

95

Also Available:·
The orignal PAMA TRI our No. 1 best
selling aerial is still available made from
the highest quality materials, the PAMA
TRI has a performance unequalled by
9S
any antennae in it's
price range.
•

£14

JESAN KR200
JESAN CB9S0
Handheld
JESAN KR303:
The small budget priced
rig.

ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24HRS
Wholesalers for:-

400

Corn ~

CTE_ZETAGI-rnCJX

MIDLAND-i'i/l;~
HEMBRO -

ant\ef ,

PallIa

SADElTA-Unlr1en'

The first available rig for CEPT
frequencies manufactured to the
highest standards. Features include
the mic gain, R.F. gain, squelch. 40
channels and a low 'bleed over'.

"WHEN YOU BUY UNIDEN ~~
YOU BUY RELIABILITY
Pama House, 433 Wi/mslow Road,
Withington, Manchester M20 9AF.
(3 minutes from M56)
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DNT
CONTACT 40.
Now with
Scanning
Microphone
CEPT frequencies, 40 channels, F.M.
Mobile superb performance, excellent
sensitivity, Channel 9 indicator TIX
indicator - unbeatable value.

PalDa
&Ca
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LOOK FOR THE PAMA DEALER
STICKERS

'l'JE STOc/('

(Paana)

............
C'~ PROOUC~~

Telephone: 061·445 8918 061-434 5701
061·446 2437 Telex: 666762 Pamaco G
Fax: 061·445 0978
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FEATURES
1:< A UNIQUE NOISE SQUELCH SYSTEM Ensuring
you hear only FM transmissions through the
Squelch and not interference.

1:< A SUPERB RECEIVER Using double crystal filters
that drastically reduce co-channel interference
(BleedoverJ.

1:< A PROVISION FOR SELECTIVE CA LUNG Using
our new SR316D Sel Call unit that simply plugs
into a socket provided on the TRX4D4.

v
u

1:< A SWITCHEABLE 'ROGER' BLEEP
1:< A 4 WATT TRANSMITTER THAT
DEUVERS 'PUNCH'.

()
()

o

c

MATCHING SELECfIVE CA:LL UNIT • £59.95

AVAILABLE FROM AUTHORISED
DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE UK

THE TRX404 27MHz TRANSCEIVER IS AVAILABLE IN TWO MODELS
MODEL TRX404UK.
MODEL TRX404
MODEL SR316D

DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY;-

.nEVADA

ON THE STANDARD UK CHANNELS
FULLY APPROVED C.E.P.T. RADIO
MATCHING SEL CALL UNIT FOR BOTH MODELS

TEAM UP WITH THE BEST

H39 LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH P029AE

TEL: (0705) 662145 FAX: 0705 690626

y thanks to J R Smith
(Midlands area rep for
the PRCGB 934 Mhz
call sign GB 581). He
has sent me some very
interesting information
about the things that have been going
on with the 934 user groups and the OTI
and a few other bits. His letter to me
makes it clear that he questions the
amount of "consultation" that takes
place between the OTI and the PRCGB.
And, further to that, if the OTI ever takes
any notice of what they had to say
regarding 934 and SRR.
This makes me wonder just how
much influence the manufacturers and
businesses have or are going to have in
the 1990 Review and the possible future
of CB in the UK"So are we going to be
sold down the river in the years to
come? J R Smith, in his letter to me,
perhaps sums up the thoughts of many
CBers around the UK: "We have been
conned and will continue to be conned."
So is this the thoughts of the masses?
I was very interested to hear from a
friend of mine who has inlormed me that
the OTt plan to carry out 'some kind 01
CB monitoring' to determine the usage
of CB throughout the UK. I would be
very interested to know how they plan to
do this when they can't even stop or
curb those who (a) lail to buy a licence
and (b) swear and play music. They
can't work out totals from the licences
sold because, as we all know, one
licence covers the three syslems. So, do
they plan to cover certain parts of the
counlry and then multiply their lindings?
In which case how do they plan to allow
for the lows and peaks of usage during
the day and night limes? Please

M
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rel)lember that they are always moaning
about the lack of finances so what about
the payments for overtime? I get this
picture of a load of OTI/RIS officers
jumping out 01 vans and cars, and
chasing around the streets logging
signals on a calculator. Or do they have
some kind of 'master plan'?
I gel very worried when I hear CBers
being referred to as 'hobbyists' or 'hobby
users' even 10 the extenl of CB radio
being thought of by some as a 'hobby
market'. I am trying to think of another
lorm of 'enjoyment' that lends itself to so
many different interpretations and uses
so that we can at least form or attach
ourselves to the same classificalion
(outside of all forms of radio
communications) - and I can't think of
one! There are many ways in which
different people use CB and it has no
'specific' classification. The OTI even
say that it is designed for business use
so are these businesses 'hobby users'?
Take things such as stamp collecting,
hang-gliding, swimming, bowling and all
the rest. They alt have one thing in
common, and that is that each one has
one specific function, but we don't. Try
and make a list under a main 'hobby'
title and then list the differenl ways that
CB is used. We are specialist users with
specialist needs. All the time that we
allow the OTI and others to call us
'hobbyist users' etc, we will always be
looked on as a joke.
I can only apologise to anyone waiting
to read a report (with pictures) on the
Poppy Run 88. The report and film were
sent in prior to Ihe Post Office strike.
Although this is now over, they seem to
have been lost in the post. I will do my
best 10 write another report these and try
to obtain some pictures. Whilst on the
subject of apologising, September's
issue (Over The Air) carried a picture of
a young lady who, it was claimed, was
"Maggie." This was incorrect and the
picture was, in fact, that of Cinderella
(Linda). Thjs slighl cock-up was down to
someone somewhere between the
Editor and the printers. Sorry to bolh
ladies and, yes, the stockings were
returned at Southerness in October.
Many CBers have asked me why they
can never receive a reply to letters or
telephone enquiries to the RSGB. I must
be honest and say that I have also tried
and failed, so to try and obtain an
answer from the organisation and in
respect of the things that people have
said to me I am penning the following
"open letter." Perhaps this will spur the
RSGB into life and help to allay some
CBers' throughts. Perhaps some of their
own members may like to respond
although the main aim is to get some
kind of answer direct from the RSGB.
Oear RSGB,
First ot all I would like to make it clear
that it would have been nice to have
been less formal in my address but, I
don't know who the hell to address this
23

have helped possibly to swell your own
organisation's membership. It is very
clear that some Amateurs are very
happy to help CBers with both advice
and some practical knowledge - so why
won't you listen to us or even answer
our questions?
My own personal feelings don't really
count in respect of this letter or its
contents, but I tend to think that the
Amateur Radio user has too much radio
spectrum. In the main I feel that, on a
'head-to-head' count, the DTI should
take some of yours away - and give us
more! Yes, I would admit that we have a
certain 'wally' element but then so do
you. At least with our small frequency
allowance we don't have to pass a test
to become a wally. Perhaps if the DTI
had had some kind of forethought with
the introduction of CB then we'll meter
users' wouldn't have half of the
problems that we have now. But all this
is in the past and we must look to the
future for salvation (and I don't mean to
the EEC). The future does seem to be
less than clear (well it does in my crystal
ball) and many CBers are asking why
the RSGB and some of its members
seem to decry CB and align us to Atilla
the Hun! Why is it that much of what we
read in your specialist publications
always seems to relate anything that is
wrong in your world to CB and more so
the users? I often wonder who you
blamed before CB was brought into the
UK. Perhaps it was Bill and Ben or
Desert Island Discs.

letter to - because we can never get an
answer to anything. So, as this is now
the beginning of 1989, t would like to
take this opportunity to wish you all at
Lambda House a very Happy New Year,
and I hope that this year may see a turn
in the attitude which you seem to take
towards CB and its 200,000 or so users.
I am very aware that we do share
some things in common and that
perhaps we also share a number of
users who both frequent CB Radio and
Amateur Radio. However, this seems to
be where our two worlds part and you
adopt your 'holier-than-thou' attitude.
Now, you may like to correct me if I am
wrong but we CBers seem to get this
impression that you consider us to be
'lower than low' or even 'idiots.' I am
sure that this can't be true - can it?
Don't you think that it is about time that
the RSGB got together with some of our
main CB representative groups or even
look a keen interest in what is going on.
Atter all, it could help both you and
Amateur Radio users alike' Don't you
think that we could both learn from each
other? Remember that, at some future
stage, you may need a few extra friends
or a helping hand or two.
I don't think that many CBers would,
or could, say that they are more
knowledgeable Ihan the average
Amateur, but then not all CBers want to
become Amateurs. Yet, you would have
to admit that your numbers have grown
over the past tew years because of CB.
And even if you don't care to admit it, we

2
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Changing the subject, Mike Wade, an
amateur radio user and the training
officer for Hastings & Rother (East
Sussex) Raynet, has sent me some
information and ideas for possible
"Phone Patching" using CB radio as the
interface with the telephone network.
This service is already widely used by
Amateurs in the United States, Canada
and Australia and played a major part in
establishing links during the Mexico City
earthquake whilst all other forms of
communications were lost. He feels that
this could be of benefit to many CBers
and a very good link for those who either
monitor emergencies or assist specialist
groups. He states that "the thing about

z

®

®

Anyway, I feel sure that you have by
now grasped the main meaning of this
'open letter' and I would hope that you
will reply in kind (with something more
than open promises). Perhaps you may
like to reply to a few CBers' letters or
even answer a few telephone calls! But
the main thing that you should be doing
is talking. Yes, talking, and then perhaps
we can all plan and help each other
before it is too late. And I will stop being
asked by CBers why they can never get
answers from the RSGB.
I very much took forward to your reply
(as I am sure do many CBers) although I
won't hold my breath as it could be 1992
(and Europe's open borders) before I
receive one ..
Yours across the airwaves,

Ext
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Pama House

433 Wilmslow Road . Withington . Manchester M20 9AF
(3 minutes from M56)
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patching for monitor use is that all
phone calls are charged at private rate
and not at cellphone rate! So using a
patch on a well located base station
means one can give mobile phone
coverage to any mobile you choose very usetul for public service radio work
and monitor groups," It seems that the
PMR people are angry at the DTI tor
retusing to allow them such a facility
and it has been suggested that it they
want such a service they should install a
cell phone system in each vehicle - as
well as their PMR rigs,
Mike gives the tollowing example ot
how the system could operate: "Radio
user A calls up user B, who is on the
telephone and asks if he would call
phone subscriber C so that both A & C
can talk directly together, using B's radio
and a phone patch interface, It also has
to be explained to phone subscriber C
that he/ she is talking over a radio as
well as a phone link and theretore has to
say 'over' alter each part of the

conversation,"
Since this system has been in use,
slight changes have already taken place
and more sophisticated equipment can
now be obtained, which can make the
phone patch operators' job that much
simpler. The phone patch interface units
can now be bought with installed VOX
as opposed to the old manual radio/
phone switch. And already, some
monitoring groups are using such
CITIZENS' BAND
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completed systems linked to telephone
answer machines. This enables the calls
to be registered and logged.
It is even suggested that in a 'life or
death' situation this form of link-up could
help to save lives. It could well ~elp, for
instance, with RTA's and medical
assistance, combating crime, helping
people being directed to a given
location, community work and much
more besides!
Mike sums up this idea by saying:
"This phone patCh facility is available to
the public in many countries except in
Europe where communications
monopolies have resisted good

communication facilities for their
citizens. Even with deregulation and
privatisation the facility is still not
available mainly because the public is
not aware of it and has not demanded it,
and because some authorities attempt
to make phone-patching illegal without
asking their citizens if they want it. This
means that the authorities are denying
their citizens freedom of
communications as required by the
Declaration of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms legally required
to be adhered to by countries of the
European Community, Council of
Europe and the United Nations."
Furthermore "the argument that phone
companies might lose revenue is not
acceptable as this would mean it would
also have to be illegal for car owners to

give lilts to people, since that could be
argued as taking revenue from bus, train
and taxi companies. The fact is that
phone companies get extra calls made
over their systems because phone
patching/radio links allows more people
to have access to them,"
It is clear that Mike feels very strongly
about this system and that CB can make
a large contribution to its future. So
much so thal he has asked Natcolibar to
put forward a proposal to the ECBF and
that other national CB bodies,
monitoring groups, clubs and CBers
should lobby MPs and MEPs for support.
I am sure that Natcolibar will want to
keep everyone informed of how things
are progressing in the fulure and they
would be very happy to hear from
anyone who would like to add their
support to this proposal or, if anyone
would like more details from Mike, they
will pass all correspondence on 10 him.
Contact Natcolcibar at: 38 Amroth Walk,
SI Dials, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 4NQ,
This month's finishing item is
someone's detinition of STRESS: "That
confusion created when one's mind
overrides the body's basic desire to
choke the living daylights oul of some
muppel who desperately needs it!"
Please don't forget to send in any
information or thoughts that you might
like 10 share with your fellow CBers.
Send them to: Sheperd Man, PO Box
429, London, SW1 g 2UU.
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SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE
CHALLENGER
BJ 200
5 Band
programmable
hand held scanner
26.0/29.995 MHz
50/88 MHz
115/178 MHz
200/280 MHz
360/520 MHz

MAXCOM 30E
Most popular UK 81 CB
now back in the UK.

WATCH THIS SPACEI
SEE FEBRUARY ISSUE
FOR EXCITING RANGE
OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR 1989
If you would like further details of the full range of CB equipment,
telephones, In Car entertainment, portable TV and radio and all the
benefits of dealing with one of the country's major wholesalers,
then please phone 061-834-9571 for immediate attention.

3 BURY NEW ROAD. MANCHESTER Ma 8FW
TEL: 061·834 9571 TELEX 665446 Sharma G FAX 061 8353679

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE
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SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE
Dial-a-Match
54048"
Dial-a-Match
53024"

Half Breed

Dominator~

D2505
.......-. base loaded
~open coil

~1.a'Match
530C

Dominato~

cellular
look alike

-D2500
centre loaded

~al.a.Match
512 12"

-~

Enterprise ET6
24" cellular
look alike
mag mount

Enterprise~
ET7 24" cellular
look alike
mirror mount

VALOR'S UK Distributor since 1981
All available at the best prices

SHARMAN'S WHOLESALE
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TIE
BREAKER
David Cox clambers out of his
laboratory and offers this DIY project
for hands-free operation
ne of fhe problems fhat
has always been
foremosf in the minds
of mobile radio
enfhusiasfs is the
worry of holding and
using a CB microphone whilst driving. At
the best of fimes it can be a downright
nuisance: very much a case of "Hang
on a moment breaker, I need to change
gear!" Of course if could also be listed
as being dangerous as the driver's hand
is taken away from the steering wheel.
The DIY project described in this
arficle is an aflempt to provide a
low-cost remedy fo this problem, The
features that are included to bring about
a solufion are threefold. Firstly, a
microphone that clips to the shirt is
enlisted so that the hand of the operator
need not be taken away from the
steering wheel. This, however, engages
a new problem in fhat the microphone
still needs to be switched in order fO
transmit. For this reason. a small switch
is placed away from the microphone
and aflached to (say) the steering
wheel. Also, rather fhan holding fhe
switch down whilst talking, the switch
operafes on a "push-push" basis, In this
way, the switch is pushed once when
the operator wishes to transmit and

O
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pushed once more when the
transmission is complete, This frees the
operator's hands for more important
duties, The final major feature of the unit
is the auto-level circuit. This makes sure
that a good level of sound is always
achieved even if the microphone is not
always placed in the same position,
Included in the auto-level circuit is a
filter which helps to reduce unwanted
road and vehicle noises. Also, a flashing
TX light can be added,
The basic workings of the tie clip
microphone adapter are outlined in the
block diagram Fig 1. Immediately visible
is the fact that the system is made up of
two almost independent sub-circuits.
One circuit is associated with the sound
control and the other circuit provides the
switching from RX to TX.
Of the two sub-circuits, the sound
circuit is the simpler and so we will have
a look al this first. A more detailed
description of the circuit will be supplied
later.
At first it was thought that the sound
board would have to contain a preamplifier to boost the microphone's
signal to a usable level, However, the
microphone has a small amplifier buill in
and this has proved to be perfectly
satisfactory, The signal from the

microphone is therefore coupled via a
simple and passive low filter into the
Automalic Level Circuit. The ALC
detects the average level of the signal
so that it can decide whether the signal
requires an increase or reduction in
overall level. The output from the ALC is
fed to a preset control and this sets the
correct sound level to be sent to the rig,
This preset will need to be adjusted to
suit the rig you use but will not need to
be altered again, The last stage in the
sound circuit is a switch which cuts off
the microphone sound when the rig is
receiving, The switch is controlled by
the second of the two smaller circuits,
The second circuit is included to
modify the action of the push-to-talk
switch, The action that is needed to a
locking switch whereby the first push
turns on the unit and another push turns
it off, Further to this, the switch must
actually contain two switches in one;
one switch to tell the rig to transmit and
the other to switch on and off the sound,
Switches conforming to these
specifications are readily available, but
they're all just a bit too bulky for our
needs. Therefore, the second circuit has
been designed to modify the action of a
small "keyboard" type switch and make
it suitable for the requirements above,
The circuit itself contains a logical
section (more later) which drives a small
relay, The same output also drives two
small TX indicators,

The Circuit
As above, it is easier to explain the two
smaller circuits separately as they have
very little to do with each other.
However, before those explanations, a
quick word about the power supply is in
order. As we know, all CB radios are
designed to work with supplies of
between 12 and 14 volts DC, Obviously,
a circuit such as the one described here
must work with similar supplies so that it
will be compatible, Unfortunately though,
the ALC part of the system requires a
supply of less than 9 volls DC, For this
reason, there are 5 extra components in
the circuit to provide this supply
correction, Rl and ZD1 are the main
parts for this purpose (refer to fig 2), Rl
drops the vollage down and the zener
diode is used to secure the supply (to
the rest of the unit) at about 5 volts, The
capacitors C1, C6 and CB are used to
keep the supply "clean" and reliable.
Of the sound circuit, the Automatic
Level adjustment forms the main part.
The output from the microphone's
internal pre-amplifier is fed to this stage
via the capacitor C3, This component is
implemented firstly to block the DC bias
voltage set up by the ALC, and secondly
to provide a small amount of low
Irequency filtering, This action reduces
background noise,
ICl is the main component which
provides the automatic level adjustment.
11 is a Voice Operated Gain Adjusting
CITIZENS' BAND JANUARY 1989
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is finally sent through the relay switch
and to the radio set.
In the second circuit, a slightly
different area of electronics is
incorporated. Logical electronics deals
only in "ons" and "offs", rather than
dealing with different voltages. A signal
is either on or it is off and no state in
between is accepted. It is not practical
to go into an in-depth look at logical
electronics here because it simply
would take up too much spaceI
However, all that needs to be known for
this project is the on/off tact stated
above. There are numerous devices
available that deal in logical formats.
Indeed, that's all a computer deals in. In
any event, though, we will only be
looking at one device and that is the
logical inverter which is used in the
switching section of this project.
The effect of the logical inverter is
almost certainly the simplest effect of
any logical device. The inverter has one
input and one output. If the input is on
then the output will be off and viceversa. Incidentally, if a device's output is
said to be off (or logic 0) then the output
will be near to 0 volts. If the output is
said to be on (or logic 1) then the output
will show a voltage of greater than aboLt
2Y2 volts and in some cases up to the
supply voltage.
In this circuit, IC2 is the inverter or, to
be more specific, it is actually six
inverters in one package. With chips
such as this one, it is necessary to
connect all inputs to something and
therefore, even though we only want two
inverters for this project, the other 4
inverters need to be taken into account.

Tie clip microphone

1 .
I ~ ,crephone
I Inwt

Pre·amplifier

Preset level
control
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1
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Figure 1. Block diagram
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In this project, the VOGAD responds
much more slowly and so changes the
level over a period of sentences. The
rest of the VOGAD circuit is
straighttorward. C3 provides an extra
section of low frequency filtering and C5
provides basic high frequency filtering.
C4 connects two internal sections withir
the VOGAD chip and takes care of an
unused input to IC1. Pin 8 is the output
at the ALC and is taken through the DC
blocking capacitor to the preset level
control.
VRl is the control proper, but R7 is
used to protect ICI from the low
impedances that will be encountered
when it is connected to a CB. The sound

Device, or VOGAD for short. It was used
in the voice compressor project as
described in the September '88 issue.
Here though, it does not compress the
sound even though the VOGAD
arrangement is the same for both
projects. The difference lies in the
components marked R2 and C2. These
are the components which the VOGAD
uses to find the average level at the
signal it is processing. Compared to
their values in this project, the
equivalents to R2 and C2 in the
compressor a(e much smaller. This
means that the VOGAD in that circuit
will react quickly enough the change the
levels of individual vowels in the speech
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Figure 2. Completed circuit diagram
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One solution is to use two sets of three
inverters. This way, we still end up with
an inverted signal and also makes use
of the spare units. Looking at Fig 3, it
can be seen that as the first inverter
inverts the signal, the second inverts it
back again and the third reverses it
once again. The effect is as if only one
inverter was used.
As stated earlier, the effect of this part
of the circuit is to add a locking facility
to the microphone switch. This is
accomplished by the components IC2
(parts a to f) along with R4, R5, C7 and
the remotely controlled switch.
To, begin with, let us assume that the
input to the first inverter (pin 1) is at its
off state. Also, assume that the switch is
open and the capacitor has no charge.
In this situation, as pin 1 is "off" then,
through the inverting process, pin 6
must be on. Following along, after Ihe
second set of inverters, pin 12 must be
off. As can be seen from the diagram,
pin 12 is effectively coupled to pin 1 via
R4. As pin 12 is off, and we originally
started with pin 1 also being off, then the
circuit is stable or locked.
Once the TX switch S1 is pushed then
the stable situation is broken. Although
we originally assumed that the capacitor
(C7) had no charge, now it will have a
charge. See that C7 is connected via R5
to a point in between the two inverters
(pins 6 & 9). As the input to pin 1 was
off, then the output from pin 6 must be
on. Therefore, the capacitor charges
through R5.
The effect of Ihis is that when the
switch is pushed, the charge from C7
will be able to flow to pin 1 of the
inverter. The only thing that keeps pin 1
in its off state is the connection via R4 to
pin 12 which is also off. However, Ihe

> 0 - - - - - - < 0 lnvtrted ,~nal

InPllllignal 0 > - - - - - 1

")0-00 lovened lign.l

Input lignll

Figure 3. If mote INn two IOl'eften ilr. c:onnll(:ted toe-ther
one inwerter unctls the .fleet of the p~ioUI in. .'•.

connection from the capacitor is direct
and does not go through a resistor and
so the inverter "listens" to what the
capacitor tells it.
So, pin 1 goes to its on state and the
situation now present is a direct
opposite of the original situation (pin 1 is
on, pin 6 is off and pin 12 is on).
Releasing the switch has no effect since
pin 1 is held on by the connection to pin
12. As pin 6 is now off, the capacitor
discharges and so if the switch is
pushed again, the circuit will change
back to the original state. The values for
R4, R5 and C7 are crifical as, if they are
not correct, the circuif might tend to
rapidly switch on and off, leaving the
final state uncertain.
Even though all this happens within
the IC2 part of the circuit, it is only pin
12 of IC2 that has any consequence on
the rest of the circuil. By following
through the workings of the logic
section, it can be seen that upon each
push of the TX switch, pin 12 reverses
its state. That is to say, one push of the
switch turns it on (TX) and the next push
of the switch turns it off (RX) and so on.
The following components are included

simply to adapt this logical switching
into something more meaningful for the
CB.
The problem with these logical chips
is that they are incapable of driving
high-powered components such as a
relay. It is a relay that is used in this
design to switch the CB between RX
and TX. The answer lies in using a
transistor as a currenl amplifier. TR1 is a
BC109 and has a current gain (Hfe) of
about 500 times. Resistor R6 sets the
currenf from IC2 to TR1. As the "on"
output of IC2 reaches about 5 volts, the
current flowing to the base of TR1 will
be a little over 1mA. This is the case
since R6 sets the current that will flow
and so 5 (volts) divided by 4700 ohms
equals roughly 1(mA). The transistor
multiplies this currenf by 500 and so
anything up fO 500mA will be allowed to
ffow between the collector and the
emitter of TR1. This should
accommodate all but the most powerthirsty of relays. The relay contacts are
used to switch between TX and RX and
to switch on and ott the sound from the
microphone. Notice that the relay is
connected to the 12 volt supply and nol

+12V
k

02

•

PTT~ilCh

Miuophone

'--~tD

jack socket

ov
supply

~ ~

"2 .2
Cl:;

Figure 4. Wiring diagram

4 wires to CB
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to the 5 volt line. Relays do take a tair
amount of current and so it is more
etticient to connect it to the 12 volt
supply rather than straining the low
power 5 volt supply.
Relays are electro-magnetic devices
and thus work in two ways. Firstly, if a
supply is given to the coil of the relay,
the armature in the relay will move. This
of course is what we need. However,
since the armature has a spring, if the
supply to the coil is removed, then the
armature will spring back and produce
the coil an electric current. As the relay
in this circuit is being driven by a
sensitive transistor, the last thing
needed is a great big reverse current
shooting through everything. A simple
solution is to place a diode in reverse
parallel to the relay coil, which will take
the reverse current away from the
transistor.
The transistor does not only drive the
relay. It also drives the indicators which
show when the unit is transmitting. 02 is
a straighttorward red light emitting diode
and comes on as a TX light. It is useful
when selling up the unit. R8 restricts the
current to 02 in the usual fashion. 03 on
the other hand is an unusual LED in that
it has a built-in flasher circuit. It is
intended to be mounted on the top of the
dashboard where the driver can see it
out of the corner of the eye. This LED
does not require a series resistor as it
has current limiting built in. It does,
though, require the additional capacitor
(C10) to remove the pUlsing notes that
can be induced into the microphone
signal.

Construction
Following the policy of seeing this
project as two smaller circuits, it was
decided to assign a separate board to
each of the two halves. One board holds
all of the components associated with
the automafic level circuit and also acts
as a base for the internal TX light, 02.
The other board sorts out the power
supply and contains the logic circuit and
the relay. Having two boards not only
makes the construction of the project
much simpler, but it also helps a great
deal when testing and tault-finding. It is
easier if one board is constructed and
tested before the other, rather than
making them both at the same time. It is
best not to hook up the two boards until
each has past the testing stage
individually.
Board construction is very simple.
Begin by breaking the copper strip that
lies between the two columns of pins
connected to IC1 and IC2 (there will be
four breaks on the sound board and
seven breaks under the IC on the logic
board). Make sure fhere are no remains
of copper that might bridge the gap and
thus shorl out the pins.
Solder into place the IC sockets
making sure that they are in the right
place (refer to figure 4). Do not solder
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ICl • SL6270C
(viewed from ,bove)

IC2·4069
(viewed from above)
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Collel;tOr

Ql-BC109
(vieWed from bllowl

directly to the IC; this should be inserted
lasf of all. Before inserting the relay,
break the copper strips between the two
columns of ifs pins; there will be three
breaks in all. As usual, it is a good idea
to start by inserting the components of
lowest profile (atter the IC sockets). Be
sure that you don't miss any of the wire
links especially those next to IC2. Some
of the capacifors need to be inserted a
particular way round. Check that the "+"
signs on the diagram (fig 4) matoh the
"+" on the capacitor (or oppose the "-",
whichever is the case).
The diodes and the LEOs also need to
be connected in one way. The cathode
of the diodes (01 and Z01 ) will be
shown by a stripe whereas a ttat on the
side ot the package will denote the
cathode on· the LED. The capacifor C11
is connected immediately across
flashing LED 03 and not in the main
box. The switch and the flashing LED
are connected via a length of about 2
metres of wire each terminated in a jack
plug (2.5mm and 3.5mm jacks
respectively). A small "potting box" of an
inch in each dimension was used to
house 03 and C11. When inserting the
transistor, use the minimum of heat and
be sure that iI is in the right way round.
The chips will only work if inserted
correctly. Further to this, both IC1 and
IC2 can be damaged by static thaf
builds up in the body. To avoid damage,
try not to touch the pins much or betler
still, handle the chips only with a "chip
holder". Figure 5 details IC1, IC2 and the
transistor.

Testing
Before hooking the boards together,
follow the checks listed below. Begin
with the sound board. On no account

link the sound board straight to the
nearest CB powerpack - you'll blow the
board sky high! Instead, use a supply of
between 5 and 9 volts DC. A 9 volt PP3
battery is perfect. If you have a
mUltimeter, check the current being
drawn from the battery. It should be oniy
a few milliamps. If not, switch ott and
check. Unless you have a small
amplifier of some sort, you can't really
make a full check of this board. It
doesn't matter too much as you'll soon
find out whether it is working or not. You
could, of course, link it to the PA facility
on the rig if it has one, but it isn't worth
going to too much trouble at this stage.
The logic board is easier to check.
Hook it up to a powerpack and again (if
you have a meter), check the current
being drawn. It should be next to
nothing. After a short while, you may find
that R1 gets a litlle .warm. This is to be
expected. Try connecting the switch to
the board and pressing it. The relay
should click and 02 light. If not don't
panic. If when you activate the switch,
your fingers are touching both contacts
on the switch, this may cause the logic
not to function. Check that all of the wire
links around IC2 are correct before
checking the other components. Try
taking a 4.7K resistor and shorting it
between the base of the transistor and
pin 14 of IC2. If the relay still does not
click, then the fault lies with either TR2
or RLA. Check their positions. Try
connecting a meter between pins 14
and 7 of IC2. It should show a ditterence
of 5 volts. If the meter is connected
between pins 12 and 7, then the meter
reading should change after each push
of the button. If not, and all the
components are in the right place, you
may have damaged IC2 when inserting
it.
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Finishing
Once the board appear to be working,
they can be linked together as shown in
tig 4. The cables which carry the
microphone signal should be screened
and kept as short as possible. Use a
tour-way screened cable to connect
between the main box and the rig. The
prototype was housed in a box supplied
by Maplin which is normally used as a
box for a remofe control. Any box can
be used but it ought to be as small as
possible so that it can sit under fhe
dashboard. The only components visible
from the front are the ~in jack socket
and the TX LED. Exit holes for the
cables need to be drilled in the back as
well as holes tor the smaller jack
sockets. When wiring is finished, the
board can be screwed into place or held
with sticky pads etc. The front can be
marked with transfers and sprayed with

a protective varnish.

Installation
The easiest way of mounting the main
box is to use either a pair at brackets or
some double-sided adhesive pads. As
long as the vehicle is negative earth, the
negative supply wire to the box can be
secured to the chassis. The positive
wire can share the wire that goes to the
CB radio. The tie clip should be fused
although it does not need a fuse of its
own. It could share the fuse to the CB or
any other device'(as long as the fuse is
no bigger in rating than 5A). Once the
main box is sited, the extension indicator
(D3/Cll) can be placed.
The switch is next and this could be
held by a sticky pad onto the steering
wheel. If the urit is required to work on a
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24 volt system, then simply change the
value at Rl to 1 470 ohm 1 watt resistor.

Microphone
The microphone used for the prototype
was purchased from Maplin. It is a tiny
electret condenser microphone with a
built-in mercury battery (supplied) and is
terminated in a standard ~in jack plug
via about 10 feet of cable. Maplin do
three tie microphones and this was the
cheapest of the three. Its quality is

exceptional and even at £10, it's good
value.
The only slight drawback is that it is
omni-directional, meaning that it will pick
up sounds from all directions. The top of
the range mic is uni-directional and so
will pick up less background noise, but it
does cost twice as mUCh.
As with all battery operated units, the
battery should be removed from the mic
if it is not expected to be used for some

time.

Parts List
Resistors

Capacitors

Rl 220 ohm 1 Watt
R21M ohm
R3 22K ohm
R4 10K ohm
R5 220K ohm
R6 4K7 ohm
R71K ohm
R8 390 ohm
(all ';' wall or higher, unless otherwise
sla/ed).
VRl 4K7 horizontal preset pot.

Cl 220uF elect
C2 1OOuF elect
C3 2.2uF elect
C4 2.2uF elect
C5 47nF poly
C6 1uF elect
C7 1OOnF poly
C8 1OOnF poly
C9 luF elect
C10 47uF elect

Semiconductors
ICl SL6270c VOGAD
IC2 CMOS 4069
ZDl 5.1 Volt 1 watt zener diode".

• 01 1N4001 diode
• 02 5mm Red LED
03 5mm green flashing LED. (eg
,Maplin QY97F)

Miscellaneous
8 pin and 14 pin IC sockets, smalt box, copper strip board, mic plug + four-core
cable, %in mono jack socket, tie clip mic (Maplin LB69A), small box for 03, smalt
keyboard switch, interconnecting wire, sticky pads, relay (Mapiin yX95D), solder,
hardware, etc.
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PAMA HOUSE . 433 WILMSLOW ROAD· WITHINGTON . MANCHESTER M20 9AF (3 minutes from M56)
TEL' 061-445 8918 061-434 5701 061-446 2437 TELEX' 666762 Pamaco G FAX' 061-445 0978

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
Supplying CBers since 1979

MOBILE RIGS
Midland 77-104 .................................
Midland 77-805 .................................
Moonraker Minor ..............................
Moonraker Major ...............................
Moonraker Master .............................
DNT Contact 40 CEPT .......................

BASE ANTENNA
£59.95
£89.95
£59.95
£84.95
£69.95
£79.95

MOBILE ANTENNA
Sirio
DV 27 ...................................••.............. £7.95
T-27 (with cab & mnt.) ...................... £10.95
T2-27 (with cab & mnt) .......••........... . £11.95
CT-27 (mini centre load) ................... £13.95
Modulator
Thunder Bolt ........ , ............................... £7.50
Super TIBolt ........................................ £8.95
Long Coil ............................................ £10.25
Mod Super II ...................................... £14.75
Black Widow ...................................... £29.95
Valor
24" Dial-a-Match ................................ £8.95
48" Dial-a-Match .............................. £10.75
60" Halfbreed .................................... £10.75
Warrior ............................................... £11.75
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1/2 Wave ......................................................... £9.95
5/8 Wave ...................................................... £10.95
Thunderpole II ............................................... £19.95
Thunderpole III .............................................. £22.00

.

MICROPHONES
K40 Dynamic ................................................. £16.50
Altai Replacement ........................................... £4.95
Sadelta MRl ................................................. £15.75
Sadelta MP2 .................................................. £21.95
Sadelta ME3 .................................................. £33.95
Sadelta MB4 ............................... ................. £23.95

.

Mail Order
QNTY

CIC

~
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

P+P

£2.50

Guildford Communications,
TOTAL
34 Aldershot Road,
GUILDFORD, Surrey GU2 6AF•
lel: (0483) 505756

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements
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If the exercise were then repeated
using another pair of transmitting
stations, another line could be drawn
and at the two points where the two
lines crossed would indicate two
possible positions for the receiver. If
necessary, this ambiguity could be
resolved by a third line from two further
sfations.
In pracfice, only four stations are
necessary, comparisons being made
befween a "Master" sfation and each of
three "Slaves".

Omega

Brian Kendal takes a look at a form of
'CB in the air'

The first navigational aid we shall
consider is the Omega system which
operates on frequencies between 10
and 14 kilohertz.
At these wavelengths, radio
transmissions have an extremely long
range and, therefore, only eight stations
are reqUlfed to achieve worldwide

coverage.
ith only a limited
number of channels
available, the
present-day breaker
must feel somewhat
jealous of the aviation
industry which has been
allocated wide bands of frequencies
across the whole spectrum, ranging
from the very low frequencies to
microwaves.
This feeling must be heightened if,
when funing across many of fhese
wavebands on a scanning receiver, just
carrier waves or perhaps no signals at
all are heard, giving rise to fhe
impression thaf, despife the allocafion,
they are rarely, if ever, used.
Nofhing could be further from fhe
truth, for with the excepfion of fhe 5
GHZ band, which is just coming into use
for the new Microwave Landing System,
almosf all bands are used to capacity.
As an example of this, if an airport
almost anywhere in Europe wishes to
install a new Non Directional Beacon on
the low frequency band, it is probable
that it will have fO wait several years
before a frequency becomes available

W
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for use.
For what purpose then is this plethora
of frequencies used? In answering this
question, perhaps the best place to start
is at the very lowest end of the
frequency spectrum where the long
range navigational aids are located.

Very Low Frequencies
The very low frequencies used in
aviation are dedicated to hyperbolic
navigational aids. The basic principle of
hyperbolic navigational aids is quite
simple and can best be described by
considering fwo radio stations, each of
which transmits a short pulse of signal
at exactly the same instant.
As radio waves travei at a finite
speed, a receiver positioned between
the stations will hear the nearer station
first and the more distant station a short
time later, the time interval depending on
the relative ranges of the transmitting
stations.
If a line were drawn on a map
indicating all points where a constant
time difference were received. this
would form an hyperbola about the
nearer station.

In the Omega system, no particular
station acts as "Master" but each
station sends four bursts of signal, the
first on 1O.2kHz, the second on 13.6kHz,
the third on 11.33kHz and the fourth on
11.05kHz. The length of each burst
varies between 0.9 and 1.2 seconds,
dependant on the station transmitting
and the frequency being radiated. All

transmissions are maintained within a
common time frame by caesium
frequency standards maintained at each
station.
By comparing the relative time of
arrivai of the signals from each station,
the computer associated with the user's
receiver performs the necessary
comparisons, calculating the user
position and displaying the result as
latitude and longitude.
This navigational aid is also used by
mariners and, as signals of this
frequency penetrate water to a
considerable depth, Submarines.

Decca Navigator
The second navigational aid on these
wavelengths is the Decca Navigator
system which was developed in the late
WWIf period.
The Decca system comprises a
number of chains, each comprising four
stations: a "Master" and three "slaves".
The frequencies of the stations in a
chain are synchronised to bear a
specific relationship to each ofher. Thus
the master station transmits at six times
a common comparison frequency (of
about 14kHz) while the slaves radiate at:
5 times; 8 times and 9 times that
frequency.
In the users' equipment, each of the
signals is received simultaneously and
each is frequency mulliplied to the
lowest common multiple, thus enabling a
comparison of signal phase between the
master and each of the slaves.
From these and a knowledge of the
characteristics of the particular chain,
CITIZENS' BAND
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A. If stations A and B radiate
simultaneously, 8 receiver nearer A
will receive that station first and 8 line
(dotted) cen be drawn Joining all
points where the same time Interval
will be measured.

8. Similarly, a family of lines can be

drawn for different times of arrival of
the two signals.

C. If third slatlon transmit., another
family of lines can be drawn. By
measuring the time difference for
each pair of stations (le A-S, a-C)
the Intersection of the two lines

Indicates the position of the receiver.
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the position of the user can be
determined.
In Ihe pasl, this task had to be
performed manually. but modern
technology permits a direct readoul of
latitude and longitude.
The range of each Oecca chain is in
the order of 250 to 300 miles.

Loran
The third aid operating on these
frequencies is Loran C. In this aid, both
master and slave stations operate on a
common frequency of 100kHz. Under
such circumstances, it would not be
practical for all stations to transmit
simultaneously so the Master station
initiates the sequence by radiating a
series of pulses. followed at brief
intervals by each of the slaves in turn.
All necessary time comparisons are
made within the receiving equipment
and the user position is displayed
directly in latitude and longitude.
Although operating in the same
waveband as Oecca Navigator, the use
of pulse techniques enables Loran to be
usable up to ranges in the order of 1000
miles.

Non-Directional Beacons
The lowest frequency navigational aids
which are likely to be heard by the
average listener are the non-directional
beacons which operale between 300
and 400kHz on the long waveband.
These are simple transmitlers which
radiate a carrier wave modulated by Ihe
facility callsign in morse code several
times a minute. This usually comprises
two or three letters which often bear
some relationship to the location of the
facility. For example, the Luton Airport
beacon has the callsign LUT and the
one at Cardiff is COF.
In Europe, NOBs are normally used as
airport locator beacons and as such
only need a range of a few tens of miles,
but in the third world they are frequently
used to delineate airways and due to the
long range necessary and high noise
levels in the tropics, powers of several
kilowatts may be used.
To receive NOBs, a direction tinding
receiver is used which enables the
aircraft to "home" on the facility from
where either guidance may be
transferred to another aid. such as
Instrument Landing System for a
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required words from Ihe floppy disk.
These are then held in the computer
memory. At the appropriate time, the
words are extracted from the memory
and used to modulate the transmitter.
So fast does Ihis system operate that
it is quite common tor the first part ot the
meteoroiogical message to be
broadcast betore the end of the
incoming teleprinter signal has been
received.
In the next issue, I shall be describing
the uses of the VHF; UHF and
microwave wavebands in civil aviation.

J

I

....-landing, or another en-route aid for
continuing the journey.

High Frequency
Communications
Although it is preferable to use VHF for
ground to air communications whenever
possible, nevertheless, in some areas,
such as across oceans, this is
impossible and High Frequency
communications have to be used.
For this purpose, frequencies are
allocated around 3.0; 5.0; 8.8; 11.3; 13.3
and 18MHz, all using upper sideband
SSB. Most transmitting stations have
frequencies in a number of different
bands available and the operational
frequency is selected taking account of
the conditions pertaining at the time.
When many aircraft are using the
same channel, atmospheric noise and
transmissions to and from other aircraft
can be a considerable distraction to the
flight crew. To obviate this, a system
known as SELCAL is used. in this, each
aircraft is allocated a sequency of tones
known as the Selcal code. These are
then transmitted before any
communication directed to the aircraft.
The SELCAL equipment mutes the
aircraft receiver until the allocated tone
36

sequence is received. By this means,
the flight crew are alerfed to any
transmissions directed to them but are
not distracted by extraneous noise.
Also within these wavebands are a
number of aeronaulical meteorological
(VOLMET) broadcasts which give up to
the minute weather reports for a number
of airports over a wide area. Of these,
the most easily heard in the United
Kingdom are Shannon Volmet
transmitting on 3413; 5640; 8957 and
13264kHz, and the RAF Volmet on
4722kHz.
Over a period of days, the voices of
several different operators may be
recognised on the Shannon
transmissions, but, in contrast, on the
RAF transmissions (and also the UK
Volmet on VHF) it is always the same
voice which is heard.
This is the voice of Major John West
who recorded all the words required
several years ago. These were digitally
recorded and are held on floppy disk at
each transmitting station.
All meteorological reports are
circulated in a special meteorological
code by teleprinter. At the transmitting
station, the incoming signal is fed to a
computer which decodes the signal and
then extracts and sequences the

A modern 1kW HF transmllter.
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Adult Literacy
-the first decode

NEW FOR 1989
ONLY JUST RElEAseD - THE SP 2000 ox SPEECH PROCESSOR
An attractively styled full function voice processing unit to give loud clear
modulation through the hash using only a standard microphone. Features
include: mic gain. limit level. and output level controls. three position rotary
switch giving OFF, Through and Process modes. Process action is
monitored by a limit LEO and Power On indication is also included.
THIS SUPERIOR UNIT IS DESIGNED TO ENHANCE EVEN THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE CB STATION.
Supplied ready wired for your radio. State radio when ordering.
UNIT PRICE £44.95 inclusive
Our highly successful low cost partner tathe SP 2000 OX is still available 8S
the SP 1 Processor.
This is a preset module version which fits inside the radio. Complete with
comprehensive filling notes.
MODULE PRICE cn.95
FinED TO YOUR RADIO C25 plus p & p.

In 1975 the adult literacy campaign
was launched to help the 2,000,000
adults who had difficulty with
reading and writing.

Not just another CB catalogue but a unique collection of conversions, self fit
modules and CB equipment PLUS technical data on Aerial SWR. mic wiring
and power supply selection.
Also includes a full CB Frequency Charl covering 25.615 to 28.305 MHz.
SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW ...
REPAIR SERVICES

FED UP WITH YOUR 'RIG DOCTOR?' THEN TRY THE PROFESSIONALS
We are repair agents for many UK CB shops but now also accept repairs
direct from the public. Our servtce includes:
One week IUrnround. Full alignment and independent final test of all
repairs. Quotation system, warranty sealed work. Full workshop repor!.
Reasonable rates. The full range of CB equipment is serviced.
DON'T FORGET ... A PROFESSIONAL JOB DOES NOT NECESSARilY COST MORE

By 1985 350,000 adults had received
help with literacy.
For furlher inforl'lalion

Adult Literacy & Basic Skills Unit
PO Box 213 London WC1V 7ET
For heJpwilh Readingand Wriling

TRANSISTORS
AC128
AC176
AC187/8
A0149
A0161
A0162
AFI24
AFI27
Af239
'aCl07
8Cl08
BCI09
BCI14
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8CI47
8C170
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Printed circuit boards are a boon to the constructor. David
Cox reveals a few secrets
nnted circuit boards after
a number of advantages
to the constructor over
the conventional
stripboard. Projects
designed to be builf on
PCBs are far easier to construct as
there are much fewer wire links to be
made upon the board. Many
components can only be mounted on
PGB's as fheir pin pitches are not
compatibte with the standard 0.1 in
stripboard matrix. Since a PGB only has
holes drilled in it where components are
laid, there is a much reduced risk of
incorrect placement of components. The
following article has been written so that
would-be constructors can gain the
advantages at PGB design.

P

Getting Started
The aspects that put many constructors
off using PGB's is that they are more
expensive and time-consuming 10
produce. If is true to say that many very
simpte circuits would not warrant the
use of a PGB. However, for the more
complex circuits, PGBs become
increasingly attractive.
Producing a PGB is quite a simple
ideal. Firstty, a "copper-clad" board is
purchased and these are avaitable in
two main types and many sizes.
Fibregtass boards are a little nicer to
work with but are more expensive than
the standard SRBP (powder) boards.
Expect to pay about £1.00 for an Bin x
4in SRBP board and about £1.60 for a
similar tibreglass board. As suggested
by their name, these boards are covered
completely on one or both sides by a
thin layer of copper. Using one of two
techniques detaited below, the copper is
covered where the tracks must lie (ie
where the electricity must flow). Next,
38

the board is dropped into a container of
acid and, over a period of time, the
uncovered copper is "etched" away.
When all of the uncovered copper has
been removed, the board is removed
and cteaned to reveal the copper areas
that were covered. Once drilled, the
PCB is complete.
As mentioned above, there are two
major ways of producing the markings
for the PGB. One way is more suited to
the home constructor whereas the other
way is more suitable for people wishing
to make small quantities of the same
board layout. Both methods rely on
similar principals, but their differences
are detailed below.

Method 1
The first method of marking the copper
is to apply acid-resistant ink and
transfers to the surface. Special pens
can be bought which contain acid
resistant ink but these are not usually as
good as dry rub-down transters. The
transfers are more accurate than the
pens and are a must when laying the
pads for an IG. If is a good idea to buy a

comprehensive set of transfers as these
will cater for 90% of your requirements.
However, it is also wise to have a pen at
the ready as sometimes the transfers
crack as they are placed on the board.
Any such gap would prevent electricity
from flowing and so a pen is useful tor
filling in these cracks. Transfers are
available as lines of many widths, ready
aligned pads for OIL ICs and all sorts of
commonly used layouts.
Before laying down the tracks, the
copper surface of the board must be
polished until it shines. When copper is
tefl uncovered, it reacts with the oxygen
in the air which produces a thin layer of
oxide over the copper. The effect of this
is that the transfers do not stick properly
and, during etching, the acid is hindered
when trying to reach the copper. This
induces longer etching times. A quick
polish with wire wool or a purposedesigned "polishing block" will remove
all oxide and grease with minimal effort.
The tracks can then be laid as
required. Use a HB or H-graded pencil
to rub the transfers from their carrier. If
mistakes are made at this stage
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Figure 1. Efficient horizontal board etching
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translers can be removed by placing a
piece 01 sticky tape over them and
pulling it away. The ink can be removed
with the polishing block. Once the track
laying is complele, a thorough check
must be made as mistakes are difficull
10 correcl post etching. Placing a piece
01 tracing paper over Ihe board and
rUbbing it wilh the butt end of Ihe pencil
will increase the bond between the
transfers and the copper. The board is
now ready for etching.
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As wilh method 1, the objective is once
more to make an acid-resistant covering
over the copper. However, with this
method, some photographic techniques
are involved. Instead of making the
layoul actually on Ihe copper, the layout
for this method is produced on a piece
of acetale (or any ofher transparent
material). Transfers and ink are still used
but as they don't come into contact with
the acid, they do not have to be acidresistant. They do though, have to be
opaque.
For this way of PCS production,
modified copper-clad boards are used.
The special boards have an ultraviolet,
light-sensitive coating over the copper.
To produce a board, the protective
paper on the UV-sensitive board is
removed and the pre-prepared artwork
is placed over the board. The
combinalion is then placed in a light box
which contains ultraviolet, light-emitting
tubes. After a ~hort time, the board and
artwork are removed and separated.
The PCS is then placed in a developing
solution (Caustic soda). This has the
eflect of removing all of the exposed
UV-sensitive coating. What remains on
the board is an acid-resistant print
which is an exact replica of the original
artwork. The board is then etched as
above before being ready for use.

Which Method?
Using the second method is more
expensive since a light box would have
to be bought. These range Irom a unil
that costs aboul £50 and lakes 10
minutes to mark the board, to a unit that
might take about 30 seconds and costs
over £230' The main advantage 01 this
method is that it uses separate artwork
and so the artwork can be used again to
make an exact copy of the first board.
As the etch-resist pattern is laid directly
on the board with the first method, the
pattern would have to be redrawn for
any extra boards.
Another advantage is that if a mistake
is made on the PCS, only part of the
original artwork needs to be altered as
opposed to redrawing the whole board.
For constructors ot magazine articles, a
professional photographer should be
able to produce ready-to-use artwork
directly from a PCS pattern printed on a
magazine page.
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Figure 2. A trick to speed up etching process

Acids
The acid that is used to etch PCSs is
called ferric chloride and is available
from many component suppliers. The
acid comes in one of two forms; either
as crystals to be dissolved in water, or
as a ready-mixed solution. This acid is
strong and so great care should be
taken when using it. Wear an apron and
plastic gloves. If the sotution does get on
your hands, wash it off as soon as
possible. If it gets into your eyes, wash
wilh plenty of water and go straight to
your nearest casualty unit. As long as
common sense is exercised, there is no
reason to fear the chemical.
If you are required to dilute the
solution, always add the acid to water
and not the other way around. Store the
acid in a plastic or glass container with
a plastic top (the acid will burn its way
through a metal top!). It should go
without saying that the bottle should be
clearly marked "DANGER - ACID."

from time to time. The best way of
etching a board is to use a tall container
which allows the board to stand up on
end. This way, the copper surface can
be seen and the time when the etching
is complete can be identified. If only the
first etching situation is acceptable, then
etching times can be increased by
rocking the acid.
Another way of increasing etching
times is to warm the acid. It would be
very dangerous to directly heat the acid.
Therefore, figure 2 shows a preferable
approach whereby the container 01 acid
floats in a container of hot water.
Etching is complete when all of the
visible copper is removed. The time it
takes for a board to etch is variable, but
it should be between 20 minutes and 1
hour. It is not necessary to dispose of
the acid after the etching 01 one board
as the acid can be used many times
over. The board should, of course, be
cleaned before use. All 01 Ihe transfers
and ink must be removed and they will
reveal shiny copper tracks underneath
them.

Etching
In order to elch a board, a suitable sized
plastic or glass etching vessel must be
found. As long as the acid comes into
contact with the copper, the board will
etch. However, with a litte consideration,
the time that it takes a board to etch can
be reduced by half.
The container in which the board is
etched has a lot to do with the efficiency
of the etching process. If a tray-like
container is used and the board is
placed lying down, copper side up and
submerged in the acid, then it will take a
long time to etch. This is because, as
particles of copper are etched away,
they fall back onto the board, thus
preventing tresh acid from reaching the
copper surface.
A much betler way is outlined in figure
1 where the board is placed upside
down in the tray. Now as the copper is
etched, the removed particles will drop
to the bottom of the container. Note that
acid will not be able to get at the copper
surface where it is touched by the
supports, so these will have to be moved

Inspection and Drilling
If is imporlant to check the board for any
hairline cracks that'might have been
produced in the etching process. A
magnifying glass makes this task a 101
easier. If any cracks are found, running
the soldering iron over them will bridge
the gap with solder.
Drilling is the fun part' Three sizes of
drill bit are used for common
componenls. 1 mm (11 "in) drill bits are
uS'ed for most component wires, 1.2mm
(1/"in) for preset leads and off board
wires and 0.8mm (1/ 31 in) for IC leads.
Needless to say, a small drill is needed
to accurately use these drill sizes. Don't
put these bits into your Black and
Decker - it won't leave them in one
piece l Special electric PCB drills can be
bought for less than £20 or miniature
hand-drills for about £5.
Once drilling is complete, the PCB is
ready for use. Make sure thal the board
has little dust on it as dust will make
soldering more difficult.
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anny strode contidently
across the workshop,
hung his overcoat in
the closet, and headed
for the kitchen utensils
to make a cup of coffee.
He always felf that nobody was their
best until after at least five coffees in the
morning. He quietly surveyed the
sparkling clean workshop, thinking how
different it looked. After all, with his new
assistant starting on the job today, he
had to tidy it up a little; it had been
getling rather messy lately. Danny
thought back to the interview he'd had
with Ritchie - he was a well-dressed,
neat, polite lad who had just finished
high school. He'd shown Danny that
although he may not know everything
there was to know about radio and
electronics. he had experience with
radio equipment, rather than just theory,
and he certainly had a desire to learn
more. Yes, he'd make a fine assistant.
Danny's thoughts were interrupted by
the sound ot the workshop door
opening. It was Ritchie.
"Hi!" he said, as he energetically burst
through the door.
"Well, hi to you too Ritchie," replied
Danny with a smile. "All set for making
all those radios work?" Danny looked
across in the direction of the 'For Repair'
rack.
"You bet I Thanks again for giving me
the job Danny, I really appreciate the
chance."
''You're welcome. After all, we can't
have someone who understands radios
wasting their time working in some fastfood place can we?" Ritchie grinned; he
had spent five weeks in the summer at
Joe's Joint, the local teenage heaven,
serving hamburgers and drinks all day.
"Want a cup?" asked Danny, holding up
a coffee jar.
"Please. Just so long as it's better
than Joe's'"
"Ouch," grinned back Danny. If it isn't
I'll give up trying to make it!" So saying,
he poured the drinks and they both
walked across to the bench and pulled
up a couple of swivel chairs. Danny
showed Ritchie the service dockets they
used, and how they should be filled in.
He'd already shown him around most of

D

the workshop that weekend when he'd
given him the job. Ritchie certainly was
eager to get started, that was for sure,
Danny thought to himself. He turned
around to face Ritchie's bench behind
him. "There you go Ritchie - it's all
your's now!" The pair stood by the
newly-cleaned bench. In a mock
ceremony, Danny unveiled a small
printed circuit board stuck on the wall
behind the bench, in which he had
etched Ritchie's name.
So started a successful morning's
work, with the pair happily opening
radios to repair them. The workshop
chaos slowly returned, as the two
benches returned to their former state of
clutter.
A long period of silence was broken
by Ritchie as he carried a battered rig to
his bench from the rack.
"Hey, Danny!"
"Uh," came a preoccupied voiCe from
across the room.
"Someone's gone and joined an
extension to the power cord on t~is
radio and got the red and black
crossed'" Danny released the te$t probe
he was holding with a satisfied feeling,
as he had just located the fault that had
been eluding him for the last hair hour.
"Oh, that's nothing new," he replied.
"If had a penny for every time someone
does something silly like that, I'd (be
extremely rich. Come to think of ~, I do
get paid every time someone bri~gs in a
set like that! It seems as if some people
really like to make things difficult for
themselves. Are those joints soldered or
just twisted together?" Ritchie c'1refully
unpeeled the tape around the join and
the extension fell to the ftoor. "Ttiought
so. I bet you a dollar that the faull with
that set is that the owner forgot the wires
were the wrong way round and
connected it up backwards. What value
fuse is in-line?" There was a moment's
pause as Ritchie opened the tuse
holder.
"Would you believe 10 amps?" he
replied.
"I would indeed. I'd check the
protection diode across the inpu~ it's
probably shorted."
"How the heck do you know t~t? I
haven't even got the cover off the set
and you're telling me what's wrong with

it!"
"I've just seen it so many times,"
replied Danny, grinning. "The diode is
supposed to blow a two or three amp
tuse if the owner carelessly connects
the power the wrong way round. The
diodes used by the manufacturer are
often rated at only one amp, so they're _
not exactly working well within their
1
limits. With a 10 amp fuse in-line, it's a
pretty safe bet that the diode will short
out completely before the fuse blows. If
the owner is lucky, fhat's all that
happens."
"You mean it can do more?"
"Well, yes. If the diode burns-out open
instead of shorted then reverse polarity
power gets through to the rest of the
set."
"Why don't they make them with
higher rated diodes then?"
"Good question Ritchie. You've been
using electronics purely as a hobby, just
like me, To us it makes very little
difference in cost to use a three or
five-amp diode instead of a one-amp
type. We're using maybe two or three at
a time. These guys buy diodes by the
thousand. If they spend a penny more
on each diode, it works out as ten
dollars per thousand. That's ten
thousand dollars per million diodes "
'
Ritchie sat pondering over this piece of

information.
"I'd never quite thought of it like that
before," he said evenfually.
"Don't torget too, that the protection
diode does absolutely nothing most of
the time. It's only useful when the owner
makes a silly wiring mistake. Like that
set you have there. As far as the maker
is concerned, that diode adds nothing to
the radio for the majority of people. If
you replace the diode, put in a threeamp type. Someone who wires up
exensions like that should find that extra
couple of cents now makes a big saving
on repair bills in the future "
'
Ritchie sat himself at his bench, and
Danny returned to the radio open in tront
of him. Both worked at their respective
tasks for a few minutes, the silence only
being broken by the odd clatter of a
soldering-iron, or voices from the
transceiver Danny had left to run on a
"soak test" earlier.
"Done!" proclaimed Ritchie, as the

This month we start taking a peek at what goes on inside a CB workshop on the test bench.
Join us as we see Danny, the main technician affiliated to the store in town, getting ready for
work on a Monday morning
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radio on his bench burst into life.
"Good," replied Danny. "One dollar I
think?"
"Huh?"
"The bet? I was oniy jokingl"
"Oh, right. Hey Danny, earlier you
mentioned that sometimes the radio
needs more than just a new diode. How

come?"
"Well, we said that if the diode goes
open circuit, then reverse polarity will
reach the other components in the set,
but sometimes when the diode shorts
out it can damage other parts too."
"Such as?"
"Such as the input filter components."
Danny beckoned his assistant toward
him. Ritchie, eager to pick up some
more information about radios, hastily
swung his chair round to Danny's
bench. Danny had ripped a sheet of
paper from his notepad and made a
quick drawing (fig 1). "This is a standard
sort of circuit you'll find on the input of
many rigs, okay?"
"Yep. The choke and capacitors are
to remove RF interference from the
supply, yes?"
(
"Correct," stated DallnY. "Now what
happens when the power is connected
the wrong way round?"
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"The diode puts a direct short across
the input and blows the fuse." He
paused a second. "If one's fitted, that

is!"
"You're catching on quick! Now, let's
take another circuit." .Danny turned the
page over and quickly sketched another
schematic (fig 2). "What happens now?"
"Well," replied Ritchie thoughtfully,
examining the drawing. "The shortcircuit will flow through the choke. So if
there is no protection by a fuse the
current should be enough to damage
the choke."
"That's it " said Danny, happy that his
'
new assistant was picking things up so
quickly. "Normally of course, the fuse
would blow before anything too drastic
happens. Even without a fuse many
power supplies will limit the current to a
value that is safe as far as the choke is
concerned. With a high-current power
supply, or a car battery there could be
enough current flowing to burn out that
choke. Another point to watch is where
the diode is actually fitted. Sometimes
it's soldered straight across the back of
the power connector. If it's on the PC
board, you may find that the copper
tracks have overheated and burnedou!.!"

"That bad?"
"That bad. There's one guy comes
here with a camper. He wired his Uniden
the wrong way round about a year ago:
burnt out the diode and the PC foil. I
fixed it for him and he comes back
occasionally for more work on his rig.
You can still smell the burnt circuitry
when you lift the bottom off the set!"
"Phewl I bet he hasn't done it since!"
"I gave him the standard talk about
feeding radios through fuses. And I fitted
a 3-amp protection diode in case.
Incidentally, I put the new diode on the
back of the power connector instead of
on the board. You can't always do it that
way, buf if it's at all possible, it's not a
bad idea." Danny turned to the rack on a
shelf over his bench, and presented his
assistant with a 1 N5400 diode. In doing
so he noticed the clock was creeping
towards twelve thirty. "You'd better fit
this atter lunch. Fancy going to Joe's for
old time's sake? I'm buying."
"Hey, thanks, Danny. You know
what?"
"What?"
"I think I'm going to like working here!"
So saying, the pair headed for the
door discussing how Joe's hamburgers
could use protection diodes!
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The

Scots.
Connection
Bunny keeps us up to date
with the CB scene
North of the Border

i everyone, I've just
realised that you're
probably reading this
round about Christmas
so may I start by wishing
you 'A Happy Christmas
and a guid New Year.'
I've just received a lima lima from CB
for the Blind (Scotland), advising me of a
change in a commitlee. Bookwork is
now Chairman and Brian Dick Jnr is
secretary. The club would like to say
'Thanks' to all who donated CB
equipment during the recent TV appeal,
but would like to remind CBers that legal
equipment is needed all the year rouod,
not just on special occasions. The
equipment must be working or in a
repairable state. Want to get in touch?
Drop a line to: PO Box 8, Falkirk,
Lanarkshire.
Regarding Neighbourhood Watch,
Methuslah from Kilmarnock, Ayrshire,
had a meeting with representatives from
the Kilmarnock & Loudon District
Council, with a view 10 having a
responsible person moniloring channel
09 on CB radio, in connection with the
Neighbourhood Walch Scheme. A
suitable location has been viewed by
both parlies and a final decision will be
given at the nexl council meeting.
Permission has already been granled to
set up a network, which will allow senior
citizens to use CB radio equipment
under one licence. The main slipulation

H
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is Ihat the person whose name appears
on the CB licence, musl contact each
senior citizen on the network, at ieast
once a day, thereby fUlfilling Ihe
requirements of the Neighbourhood
Watch Scheme.
The Solway Pirates held a most
successful Eyeball at Southerne ss
during the weekend of 7fh-9th October
'88. It was well attended with all the
hired caravans and chalets being
booked up well in advance.
Representatives from NATCOLCIBAR
attended as did countless members
from clubs, both north and south of the
border. The trade was not forgotten, as
there were 12 trade stands represented.
Everyone seemed to have a good fling
and promised to return next year. Please
book now, for '89. A SAE to the
secretary, PO Box 15, Kirkcudbright,
DG6 4DH, Scotland, should bring a
reply. Just to keep you from wondering,
here are some of the prizewinners from
the weekend: Whisky Lass from fhe
Girvan Breakers. Can any CBer beat her
record? She was awarded the title of
Glamourous Gran in April '88, and was
chosen (by an Englishman) as Eyeball
Queen in October '88. Two titles within
six months! OX Competition Scottish
members; Apache - mosl common
copies; Sunray - most copies north of
Glasgow and south of Carlisle; Super Six
- furthermost copy to Nambia in in SW
Africa. Cumbrian members; Oracle -

most copies, most overseas copies and
furthermost copy to Vancouver in Haiti.
Club awards of Merit were given to
Seagull and KK while a special award
was given to Warhorse for being an
outstanding treasurer from '85-'88.
Special trophies were awarded to
Shutterbug, Rambler and Quickfire,
members ot the Sunrisers Club in
Somerset. The trophies from Tartan Lad

and Tartan Lass were given in
appreciation of services rendered during
their week-long modulation held near
the Solway Firth. Many superb copies
and many friends. Roll on next year, till
we copy you again.
Got your booking in for Auchenlarie
'89? Better get a move on. It will be held
again at the Holiday Park (remember a
torch and warm winter woolies!) around
the last weekend in April. Caravans for
hire, or bring your own tourer. SAE to
Cree Valley Breakers, PO Box 1,
Wigtown, DG8 9HA, Scotland.
A final word from Esk Valley CB Club
in Bonnyrigg: "We handed over £271
from our sponsored modulalion, walk
and swim, to the Highbank Old People's
Home. They also sent a donation of £12
from a CB meeting to the Telethon
Appeal. Well done.
Please keep sending in Ihose lelters,
'cos withoul them, I cannot write about
CB in Scotland. The address is: PO Box
337, Neilston, Giasgow G78 3JP.
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A subscription to your favourite magazine is the best way of making sure you never miss an issue.

And from now until 28th February 1989 you can get extra copies ABSOLUTelY FREE, by taking advantage of our special
Christmas subscription offer. With a monthly title for example, this means you get 15 issues for the usual Wice of 12.
Order your subscription today using the coupon below and you will receive the best in reading entertainment right
into the 1990's! This offer is also open to subscribers wishing to extend/renew their current subscriptions.

~ ~ ~
Monthly titles (15 for the price of 12)

Standard subscription rates
A & B Computing
Aeromodeller
Antique Clocks
Citizens Band
Electronics Today International
Ham Radio Today
Military Modelling
Model Boats
Model Railways
Photography
Photoplay
Popular Cralts
Radio Control Model Cars
RCM&E
Radio Modeller
Scale Models International
Video Today
Which Video?
Woodworker
Your Commodore

UK

Europe

Middle
East

Far
East

Rest of
World

£18.00
£23.40
£27.00
£16.80
£18.00
£16.80
£16.80
£16.80
£15.00
£15.00
£13.20
£18.00
£16.20
£15.60
£15.60
£16.20
£15.00
£15.00
£16.80
£15.60

£27.30
£28.20
£32.40
£20.70
£22.20
£21.30
£23.60
£21.20
£20.90
£22.00
£17.90
£23.30
£21.10
£21.60
£21.20
£20.80
£20.20
£19.40
£24.00
£23.25

£27.60
£28.40
£32.60
£20.85
£22.40
£21.50
£23.85
£21.30
£21.10
£22.30
£18.10
£23.50
£21.30
£21.80
£21.40
£21.00
£20.40
£19.50
£24.20
£23.50

£31.10
£30.20
£34.70
£22.35
£24.00
£23.20
£26.45
£23.00
£23.30
£25.00
£19.90
£25.40
£23.10
£24.00
£23.60
£22.70
£22.30
£21.20
£26.90
£26.40

£28.30
£28.70
£33.00
£21.10
£22.70
£21.80
£24.30
£21.60
£21.50
£22.80
£18.40
£23.80
£21.60
£22.20
£21.80
£21.30
£20.70
£19.80
£24.70
£24.00

£ 7.80
£ 9.00

£ 9.90
£11.10

£10.00
£11.20

£10.70
£12.00

£10.10
£11.30

£15.00
£ 8.10
£ 9.00

£18.00
£10.70
£11.80

£18.20
£10.80
£11.90

£19.30
£11.70
£13.00

£18.40
£10.90
£12.10

£28.80

£37.80

£38.00

£41.50

£38.70

Quarterly titles (5 for the price of 4)
Practical Wargamer
Radio Control Scale Aircralt

Alternate monthly titles (8 for the price of 6)
Commodore Disk User
Radio Control Boat Modeller
Your Amiga

Fortnightly title (28 for the price of 24)
Model Engineer

----------------------------I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Please commence my subscription to

I enclose my cheque/money order for £

with the

made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS

or debit my Access/Barclaycard number
Signature

issue.

Card expiry date
Name

Address
Postcode....

Please return this coupon with your remittance to:
Infonet ltd. (CBFI/1) 5 River Park Estate, Billet lane, BERKHAMSTED, Herts. HP4 1Hl

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Paul Coxwell introduces the first of a series of handy data
sheets
he PLL02A phase-locked
loop IC was one of the
most popular for CB
transceivers, betore many
countries prevented its
use in new designs due to
the ease with which radios could be
illegally expanded. It will be found in
many Cybernet chassis, from the
humblest 40-channel AM rig to the 120channel (or more) multimode export
sets.
An external osciliator is required to
provide the 10.240MHz reterence signal
and this can be divided by 2048 or 1024
within the chip itselt to give a 5 or 10kHz
reference respectiveiy. This option is
selected by the voltage applied to pin 4.
Programming is straight 9-bit binary,
allowing a maximum code of 511, giving
a maximum loop input frequency of
2.555 or 5.11 OMHz, depending on the
5110kHz option. This chip therefore

T

requires a downmixer from the
transceiver's YCa, as it cannot handle
higher frequencies directly as many
later PLL devices can. The programming
pins are internally pulled to ground and
thus require a positive voltage to set a
binary 1. This is a "no frilis" device, with
only a phase detector and lock-detect
output. The latler signal (pin 6) goes low
to indicate an out-of-iock condition and
may be used to remove bias tram
transmitler stages etc.
Three of the most common
configurations for this chip are:
1. The early AM chassis. The YCa runs
at 10.695MHz above the carrier
frequency for the required channel,
therefore allowing direct injection to the
first mixer on the receiver. A separate
10.695MHz crystal oscillator provides a
suitable mixing signal for transmission. A
further crystal oscillator downmixes the
37MHz YCa to a frequency more
suitable for the PLL to handle. With a
frequency of 35.42MHz the downmix
signal becomes 2.24MHz on channel 1
through to 2.68MHz on channel 40.
N-codes for the PLL are therefore in the
range 224 to 268.
.
2. The later AM chassis. The YCa runs
10.695MHz below the required carrier
frequency, once again allowing direct
injection to the receiver (this time on the
low-side). The 10.240MHz reference
signal is also fed through a doubler,
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resulting in 20.480MHz. Mixed with the
YCa output this gives 37MHz for
transmit (mixed with 10.695MHz from a
separate oscillator as before) and a
signal around 2 to 3MHz for the PLL
Input. N-codes range from 330 on
channel 1 down to 286 on channel 40.
Note that the highest code gives the
lowest frequency in this case, due to the
different mixing scheme used. Many
foreign transceivers employ a separate
PC board carrying another crystal
oscillator to replace the 20.480MHz
signal, thus allowing operation on 80 or
more channels. A 20.705MHz signal for
example results in a band of 40
channels starting at 27.415MHz.
3. The SSB chassis. The same basic
principle is used for both standard
40-channel SSB rigs and the "export"
types. the YCa runs 10.695MHz below
the required channel frequency and a
loop mixing signal in the 20MHz range is
employed, just as with the late AM
chassis. The minor differences between

this and the chassis described
previously are the slightly different loop
oscillator frequencies and the variation
in N-codes. The loop oscillator is
20.1 05MHz for "regular" radios, used in
conjunction with N-codes of 255 down
to 211. The clarifier and shilt circuits
slide the frequency of the loop oscillator
a little to achieve the required shift in
final frequency. Multiband radios may
switch bands by changing the loop
frequency, changing the binary
programming, or a combination or both.
There are also a few sets designed to
have bands of 50, rather than 40,
channels and the crystal frequencies
are therefore found to be different.
All chassis share a band switch that
skips the "black hole" channels
between 3/4, 7/8, 11/12 etc. The
50-channel radios mentioned above
often have all channels running in
consecutive 10kHz steps, so the binary
codes from these channel switches go
up (or down) in ones all the way.

PLL02A pin'Out diagram

+V supply 1

vco input
Reference input 3

Frequency select l'41}-::::::~~
Programmable
divider

Programming

inputs
(Binary weights)

08(256) 7

Note: Pin 4 is high for 10kHz steps, low for 5kHz
Pin 6 goes low to indicate an out'Of·/ock condition.
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ACCESSORIES

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
DEALERS contact us today for vary

WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials and accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact for

fast. friendly service. competitive prices.
widest range and latest CB products.
Tal: 061·446 2437 061·445 8918
061·4345701
Talax: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061·4460978
Order Line: 0800 262963

price list.
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.
only 3 minutasfrom M56
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10·2

BREAKER
BASES
ADVERTISERS

CORNWALL

ADVERTISERS
THIS SPACE
COULD BE YOURS

RON'S S~OP
46 Lower Bore treat.

Bodmin Cornwall

L31 2JY,
Tel: Bodmin 0201174569
CB RADIOS and all ACCESSORIES
CORDLESS TELEPHc!JNES and
ANSWERING MACHIN!S, RADIOS.
ELECTRICAL GOODS ETC.
Open: Mon -Sat. 9am·6pm

IN 1989 RING

01-4370626
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Tower
Communk:ltlon

DEVON

AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB & Radio Centre
Merton Garage & Post Office. Merton,
Nr Oakhampton EX20 3DZ
Open 6 days 9·6
(Sundays by apPointment)
Specialists in 934M Hz
Suppliers of otl27Mhz and 934Mhz
eQui mont

T

'·0

CORNWALL

wl

CHAT BACK CBtCENTRE

.......u

FULL STOCKS OF 934MHZ & 27MHZ
AMATEUR RADIO-PMI1 & NEW CEPT
CORDLESS PHONES - REPAIRS
Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-Spm
Sat9am-l1;
Easthlll, Tucklngmlll Cam borne,

Every1hing lor Ihe 27MHz &
934MHz CBer, Radio Amateur
or SWL.

.. First Class Sales & Service *
t t H 19 h Street,
Haddenham J Cambs.
Tel: Ely (0353) 740308

Cornwall TR1 SOL
Tel:

CHESHIRE

020g-71m3.

DEVON

PENKETH ELECTRONICS
& CB SUPPLIES

CB

Sales

We guarantee that jf we have it in
stock + you can find it c~eaper locally,
we'll match/bette~theprice.
Full repairs, modifiC8tfons. services.
CB SALES, S~dson.
South Brent. Devon T010 9JT
Tel: 03647 3292
Open: 8.30-9.30 Mon~ay to Sunday

5Chapel Road, Penkelh. Warringlon
We are the CB stockists for lhe

Cheshire/Merseyside area. Sales &
Service, Audio & Hi-Fi Accessories.
Secondhand Hi-Fi bought and sold.
Telephone 092 572 3282
Open 9.30-5(exceDt Wed & Sun)

M.,f Order: I.fephflne enq~,,,.es welcome.

FOR DETAILS
OF RATES
AND SERIES
DISCOUNTS
Ye:
01-4370626
DORSET

wnMOUTH OPEN CHANNEl
27 & 934MHz
Extensive Itock always available
+ computer repairs
Also phone equipment
& computer software
Open 10·5.30 Mon ·Sal
Telephone enqul,las & mail ordar
welcome.
91A Chickerell Road, Weymouth,
Dorset
Telephone' 0305·787777

I
CHESHIRE

DEVOI~

[j=~v
l!=~

MAGGIE'S C.B.ICENTRE

LARGEST5TOCKI5TOFNEW
AND5/HANDCBEQUIPMENT
IN THE CREWE AREA

~ CB37 IMIr'
~115 Middlewid. Street r::=:::::J
(rewe CW1 415
Tel: 0270 588440 .n'(time

,

Open: 10am-Spm.
Closed Wednesdays i d Sundays.
Full repair service for 11 electronic
equipment inclUding oth old/new
frequency/rigs. Scanners, aerials,
rigs etc. for~' le.
63 Fleet Street, Ksyh m, Plymouth
Nr. HMS Drake LZ 2BU
Tel: Plymouth (076 1663222
or workshop/ans\f1srphone
(0752) 569237

ESSEX
WOOOFORO CB CENTRE
528 Chigwell Road, Woodlord
Bridge, Woodford Green.

Tel: 01-504 9652
We offer a lull repair service and rig
conversions. We will ma/ch any
genuine advertised price.
LARGE RANGE OF CB EQUIPMENT
Open Tuss-Sat 10am-5pm

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

~·S

'"111 ...

Block 38, Upper Mills Eslale,
Brlslol Road, Slonehouse Glos.
Tel: 045 382 6710
Junc. 13. MS. Slroud ex;l
Fnsl rlghl past lhe Ship Inn.
Open: 9-6 Mon.-Fri.

C.E.P.T.lUK, FM/934 MHz
Send Cl&' I"s' class stamp lor
our latest catalogue.
Cheques/postal orders payable
10D.E.S.
~

HAMPSHIRE

BREAKER'S W(,~RLI)
2 High Street. Bordon, Hants.
We ars the expertS in
communication.
Full range of CB and
accessories in stock
Fully eqUipped workshop for repairs.
Open 7 days a week . .
_
~ Mon-Sat 10am-6pm ~
Sun' Oam·' pm. 04203·4684

P, SQUIRE IANDOVERj LTD,
19 Bridge Street, ANDOVER, Honts
Tel: 0264·52623

SPECIALISTS IN
CB SALES AND SERVICE
Very large selection of Rigs and

AcceSSOries.
R6palrs, and services Ressonmle
prices. Expert AcIvIce- Free.
Open 8 30 to 5 30 le~cl Wed & Sun'

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF
ADVERTISING
CAN BE FOUND
ON THE LAST
CLASSIFIEDPAGE

I
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS
OFCB
Tel: 061-445 891e 061·434 6701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G
FBI(: 061·446 0978
Order Line: 0800 262963

Giant
range
of
CBs
and
accessories, contact us today for
very
fast,
friendly
service,
competitive prices, widest range
and latest CB products.
Tel: 061·446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10·2
Pama House. 433 Wilmslow Road. Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

BREAKER
BASES
HERTFORSHIRE

934MHz 27MHz
largest selection of Mail
CB Equipment
Order
RC
S ervlce
.
C Communications centre

Illc__

HENRY'S
934MHz and 27MHz
CB and accessories
catalogue S.A.E.
404 Edgware Road,

37·39 Station Road, Rlckmanswoflh,
Herts WD3 lOP
Tel: (0923) 775577/770634
Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm

London W2 1 ED
01· 724·0323
Open 6 days

Wed 9am·lpm and 3pm-6pm

LANCASHIRE

I<ENT

R G ELECTRONICS
For all your C. B. equipment
Established seven years
Open six days Mon - Sal
HP Terms available
For Mail Order Catalogue send two
, 9p stamps to 66 Oxford Street,
Whilslable. Kent CT5 1DG.

~

;X

Tel: 0227 262319

m

TIGERS CAGE
~. CB SUPPLIES
FOR ALL YOUR CB NEEDS
MAILORDER WELCOME
Open: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4om
343, Chorley New Road,
Harwich, lancs. Tel: 0204 68218

CCi~
-SSHCP
I SI J.mes·, ROId. G....Slnd. Klnl OA11 OHF
G.a..,.nd 567171

FOR ALL YOUR
COMMUNICAl10N REQUIREMENTS
CB. RADIOS. AMATEUR RADIO
ACCESSORIES
~
installation & repairs
.. METAL DETECTORS
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
"communicate with confidence"

Z
*

LONDON

ALPHA'S CB CENTRES
224 Balaam Street, London E13
Tel: 01·4715589
Open: Mon-SaI9am-7pm:
Sunday 10am-2pm

Tel:Ol·5558045.0pen: Mon'Sat
9am·5.30pm.
T/A Balaam SI. Molars

414 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL
Tel (0482) 447560
LARGE SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CB EQUIPMENT.
FULL RANGE OF C.E.P.T. RIGS
AVAILABLE
~
EXCELLENT
~'\~
REPAIR
Be 0
SERVICE
~Z

I

Tandyauthorised
Clealers

i-

475 STAINES RD.
.
BEDFONT MIDDLESEX
(Nr. Barclaya aank) TW14 8BL
01-8800900

EARLS BARTON CB SHOP

LES EVANS ELECTRICAL
CB CENTRE

51MI,

Engineers

FULL RANGE CB EQUIPMENT
SERVICE AND REPAIRS
Open Monday - Friday 9'6
Salurday 9-5
Sunday 10.30-12.30
388 DODDINGTON ROAD
(STD 0604)810000

For all your CB requirements.
New and used equipment always
in stock. Repairs and service.

75 Rateliffe Gate.
Mansfield. Notts.

Tal: 0623 651 1 13

NORFOll<

ADVERTISERS

B A YEOMANS & SON

ADVERTISE
YOUR SHOP

65 North Walsham Rd.,

Tel: 0603 426294
DIscount CB/Anything electrical.
Savings just a phone call away.
Used CB bought and sold.
CB REPAIR 'SPECIALlSTS
TRADE WELCOME

$

SHROPSHIRE

WE RAREL Y CLOSE

TV and Electrical

l ./

NORTHAMPTON

MADHAWK ONE
CB CENTRE

Norwich, Norfolk

ALSO
EX ZULU/ONE/FOUR,
132leylonstone High Road, E 15.

MODULATIONS -~
COMMUNICATIONS
<"'~I"
62 Wootton Road,
Ablngdon, Oxon.
0)(14 1JD
Tel: 0235·21400 '.
r
\
Open: 6 days Man-Sat
9,5.30
Inslanl credit facilities. Agonls for
934 MHZ. Wholesale, Retail and
NEW CEPT CB NOW AVAILABLE

CB EXCHANGE
sales and service
P~e

.

BREAKER ONE NINE
CB CENTRE

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

For rigs. accessories.

.

OXFORDSHIRE

MIDDLESEX

I<ENT
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a week

NORTH HUMBERSIDE

HERE AND GET
RESULTS

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements

Unit 7. The Brewery. Wern.
Tel: (0939132090 (24 hours)
New and Used CB's
!'£! Large stocks of Arie/s 1=1
+ Accessories

Prompt Repair Service

SUFFOLI<
·'THE BEST
STOCKEO CB
SHOP FOR

MILES"
RADIOCARE
PHONE OR CALL IN FOR BEST PRICES
NORMAL SHOP HOURS (Closed Thurs.)
18 OUT WESTGATE
~ BURV. ST. EOMUNOS "'"""
.:.=:.
0284 701823
~

SURREY

'(be mat> .r- 'r .. tgll
~
1)
The CB Specialist
R'y'su~:;r;'3~~:;~~~~~;Il~i'S

Phono BOS on (09321336010
124 Hour Answer phonlll
WILL MAll AT COST
ACCESS ANa VISA CARDS WELCOME

SOUTHERN U.K AK3 SUPPLIER
PO Bolt. 88. WEY8RIOGE. KT13 ORT
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS
OFCB
Tol: 061-446 8918 061-434 6701
Tolol(: 666762 PAMACO G

Fax: 061·446 0978
Order Line: 0800 262963

SURREY

YORI<SHIRE

TRAVELLING LIGHT

Open: Mondav toS;lturoay 9.30-5.30
Refail& Wholesale

C.B. RADIO SPECIALISTS
Largest stocks in the area.
Repairs/Sales and Service.
2nd Hand Rigs Bought and Sold.
Also phones, I.C.E. and much more.
Travelling Light, 19 King Street,
Frame, BA111BH. Tel: 0373 66281

LI'i'/ Ill'''''''I'LI'(;TV()i'/I(;§ LTD.
We monitor channel
0723-373914
or eyeball at:
147 VICTORIA ROAD,
SCARBOROUGH,
YORKSHIRE

SOMERSET

WEST MIDLANDS

SOUTH YORI<SHIRE

SUSSEX

\1
'\\ \'?,

~:?
/'

//11 1 / \

9~~

D.X. CENTRE

CB & ACCESSORIES

137 Windmill Road,
Croydon.
Tel: 01-684 7457
Mon.-Fri. open till 8.00pm
Sat. open till 6.00pm

TO ADVERTISE
TEL 02-437 0626

Tol: 061-446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2
Pama House. 433 Wilmslow Road. Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

SURREY

~~D~

Giant
range
of
CBs
and
accessories, contact us today for
very
fast,
friendly
service,
competitive prices, widest range
and latest CB products.

~

Thee.B.

~~e·~~:·~inecoji-

SI. Lconerdr; on Sea.
Tel: Hastlngs(0424)443185/442025

~
~

r:.:J

••l!J

GUILg:ORD

HEWARD'S HOME STORES
LTO (Establi.hed 1963)

Surrey's biggest
stockists of CB
eqUIpment and

822/4 Kingslandlng Road,
Birmingham 844 9RT.

Tel: 021·354 2083

accessories

G<lRJM Wllh 38 years In The Radio
Trade Ham EQUipment urgenlly

Low prices, technical know·how.

Repairs, 934 and Amaleur,
Cobras and Yaesu wanled.

wanled Open: Mon-Sal 9-6

The CommuniC8/ion Specialists
CB - PMR - CORDLESS PHONES
IN-CAR TELEPHONES
Mobile Phones, Ce/fnet/Vodalone

5 Odeon Arcade. Hellgate. Doncaster
South Yorkshire DNl 3lZ

WE WELCOME ALL CB'ers

Tol: 10302166352 & 65991
Mobile Phone 0836 608111

NORTHERN IRElAND

YORKSHIRE

WEST YORI<SHIRE

EMPRESS TRADING CO.
THE Ho. I C.B. SHOP
WIDE RAHGE OF RIGS & TWIGS
All ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE,

SUPERSLAB CB CENTRE

LARNE COMMUNICATION CENTRE

ALSO. 2 WAY TAXI AND T.V.
AERIALS. TELEPHONES. IN CAR
RADIOS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS.
ANY ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

LARGEST STOCKIST OF CB
EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH

34 "lderMal Rd., Guildford 574434

NORTHERN IRELANDS LARGEST
CITIZENS' BAND RADIO SPECIALIST

John A. Dobbins Lld
Bradford Road, A650,
East ArdSle/:, Hr. Wakefield

IIPART EXCHANGE WELCOME"

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
£17.00 - £269.00
MOBILE ANTENNAS
£6.00 - £53.00
BASE ANTENNAS
£12.00 - £86.00
MICROPHONES
£5.00 - £69.00
RIGS 27/81 + C.E.P.T.
£47.00 - £260.00
S.W.R.lPOWER METERS
£6.00 - £99.00
Plus 800ks.' Magazines.' S/H Rigs.' Speakers.' Masts
Repairs.' Etc.
VISIT US NOW AT THE REAR OF:
THE HARBOUR DINER, 25 OLDERFLEET ROAD,
LARNE HARBOUR, LARNE CO. ANTRIM.
TEL: 057474617
Open 7 Days 9am~ 11 pm

Tel: 0 32524586

(Trade and Retail)
Full Repairs Service
Mail Order

TEl: {02741 499340
564 Thornton Road. Bradford BD8 9NF

Z

DISCUSS THE ADVERTISING
RIGHT FOR YOU WITH OUR
CLASSIFIED SALESPERSON
ON 01-437 0626

~-----------------------------------------~
C LAS S IFIED C 0 U PO N
(+
Private and Trade rate 5ap per word (VAT inclusive) minimum 15 words.
Display box rate £9.15
VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).

CITIZENS' BAND. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPARTMENT. No. 1 GOLDEN SQUARE. LONDON Wl R3AB.
PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/8ARCLAYCARD No.

NO CLASSIFIED REIMBURSEMENTS. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAIO.

Name.
eXPIRY
OATE

Address.

......................................... Daytime Tel. No.
Signature.

o FOR SALE

o QSLS

o WANTED

o KITS

.

o ACCESSORIES

Date

.

o OTHERWISE STATE

~-----------------------------------------~
IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CUT UP YOUR MAGAZINE PLEASE PHOTOCOPY THIS COUPON

CITIZENS' BAND

JANUARY 1989

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS
OFCB
Tel: 061-446 8918 061-434 6701
Telex: 666762 PAMACO G
Order Line: 0800 262963

&"06437

C
-Ol- LA~;".!"1'~:m~.~~~1, 0

~~<if

......~

#~

I

~

Semi Display: £9.15 per single column centimetre
Minimum 2.5 centimetres
CB Classified Department,
Argus Specialist Publications Ltd.,
1 Golden Square, London W1 R 3AB

I

ACCESSORIES

NEW! from FCC SYSTEMS
REPLACEMENT PlL'S FOR UNIDEN & CYBERNET
FCCBOU TO REPLACE Te9' 19 TC9106 TC9109
UNIDEN 100 - 400 AND AUDIOLlNE RIGS
PRICE INC. VAT. PIP £13.86
FCC80C TO REPLACE LC7137 - LC7136
CYBERNET, MIDLAND. HARIER. AMSTAAD ETC.
PRICE INC. VAT. PIP £12.86
Quantity discounts available. Make cheques, PlO payable to:
Fee SYSTEMS. 71 STATION ROAD. SEAHAM.
Co DURHAM. SR7 OAQ. TEL: 0642 603875

* STOI'I'IlESS. SI01'I'R£SS.

"THe SHACK"

,"""1ppOIIlIed",,w.(M~AiMmo.w
.....

t

Sl>eoAl-

''Id'"Vetucle
.<;- TV AtflllsTVs' 0...... o,.1IWOIIal
$UHtI

t

Sp«/IIII1t t~J, IC's /JIfWJlOtJ, C)OetIltl"
_eJ.t,,/~$9UI"J,mrtl

Tol: 061·446 2437

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2
Pama House, 433 WilmsJow Road. Manchester M20 9AF Only 3 minutes from M56

Fax: 061-446 0978

• SlOP PRESS

Giant
range
of
CBs
and
accessories, contact us today for
very
fast.
friendly
service,
competitive prices, widest ra nge
and latest CB products.

UNd#tl

_ _c 8 IMltfnI,,,,"

{'5 ActtnOtI,un.r di$~ ptltfJ AlllfPIII$ rUled on
MIUOIII 1955 rUI nr by DttbfJ Ifldl"fl'tg dOt/ill

Ri~e':~~g~~~~~6g;,~~~'sft,:':~1
$unnyhil. OtfbyOE3 7J'l8

QSL'S
C.O.C. The absolute best hIgh gloss or
buff OSL. Eyebllll <:8rds Mull! or sIngle
<:olour. on most colours 01 <:ard from £16
plus p+p. Plus desIgn serVice if required.

(N~I~~12'K~~;~.Ie.l.E.e~~t::):~o~:'~~;:+
C.O.C., Unit 2. Vi<:tOri8 Street.
Law,on Industrial EIUUG,
Nth. Shieldl, Tyne & Wear

ACCESSORIES

*QSLs
*SERVICES
*SHOP GUIDES
CB MAGAZINE
ADVERTISES
EVERYTHING
THE ENTHUSIST
NEEDS

THIS
ADVERTISING
SPACE COULD BE
WORKING FOR
YOU IN 1989

ATTENTION
Start the New Year in good
company ... contact

RCC COMMUNICATIONS .. ,
and find out what YOU'VE
been missing in 1988.
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER!
Tol: RICKMANSWORTH
(0923)775577/770634

NATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS

A.B.e.B.

(Auo<:latloll. (Of British CltLr.ell.l' Band)

PERSONALISED
LEISUREWEAR

The National Organisation
Representing
Licensed Breakers
and Clubs
Large SAE for details to:

ABCB, PO Box 13, North PDO,
Nottingham NGS 7DU

QSLs
GLOSSY aSL and Eyeball
Cards. Many colours with gold/
silver/coloured lettering. S.a.e.
order form and samples. Sharp
Graphics, p.a. Box 3, Grangemouth FK3 9BD. (0324)

TEL: (05882) 2703 & 2502

473432.

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST
R.F.

COMMUNICATIONS

228 HANSON LANE. HALIFAX. WEST YORKSHIRE HX1 4QW
Midland 77-'04 ........ ................... £5B.00
Hembro 5/8 wave .... .... ........... ... £10.00
Midland 77-805 ............. .............. £B5.00
Higain 5/8 wave ........................... £18.00
DNT 40 copt ................................... £77.00
Mini RG8 ............................ 50p per metre
Uniden 400 ............ ....................... £85.00
PL259 .................................................. 50p
Sirio DV27 .......... ...... ..................... £7.00
K40 Dynamic ................................. £15.00
Full range of other CB items at competitive prices.
P+P [2.50 for each RIG/Base antenna. [2.50 for up to 3 other items and then

Altai Replace ....... .................. ......... £4.70
Altai Power .............. ............... ... ... £5.90
Sadelta MP2 .............................. ... £20.00
Sadelta Mr3 .......................... ........ £29.00
Mike plugs 90p extra state rig when
ordering.
SOp for every additional item.

TO PLACE AN ADVERT IN THE CLASSIFIED SECTION OF CB MAGAZINE
USE THE COUPON ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE OR
TELEPHONE US ON 01-4370626 WITH DETAILS OFYOUR ADVERT.
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ACCESSORIES

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
D EALERS contact us today for very

WHOLESALE
CB radios. aerials and accessories

fa:-t, friendly service, competitive prices.

delivered to your shop. Contact for
price list.

widest range and latest CB products.
Tel: 061-446 2437 061-445 8918
061-434 5701
Telex: 666762 PAMAGO G
Fax: 061-445 0978
Ordar Line: 0800 262963

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF.
only 3 minutes from M56
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10·2

SERVICE
MANUALS

C.B. CIRCUITS MANUAL
Giant Colleclton of C.B. Circuits covers
over 100 different makes/models.
Only £6.00 POST FREE
Plus FREE cafa/ague Unique Repair

snd D8t8 GUides. Most equipment
serVIce mtmua/s supplied.
MAURITRON ICB). 8 Cherry Tree
Road. Chlnnor, Oxon QX9 4QV.

CRYSTALS

PLANS

SITUATION
VACANT

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and
filters. Phone for details/S.A.E.
list. Golledge Electronics,
Merriott, SomersetTA16 5NS.
Tel: 0460-73718.

SURVEILLANCE
DEVICES,
Bug Detectors, Voice, Scrambler, Directional Microphone,
Many others. SAE for list, Plans
Centre, Unit 7, Old Wharf,
Dymack Road, Ledbury HR8
208.

NEVADA
COMMUNICATIONS

ADVERTISERS

ADVERTISE
YOUR CB
GOODS HERE
FOR SALE
TOUCH TONE 8elcall and re,
mote control kits plus accessories. Send large S.A.E.
26
Woodland
Electronics,
Church Road, Preston PRS 6EP.

THE COPY DEADLINE FOR THE
MARCH ISSUE IS 10TH
JANUARY.
FOR MORE DETAILS OF
RATES AND SERIES
DISCOUNTS
TEL: 01-437 0626

urgently require 8

RADIO ENGINEER
WIth experience of amateur
radiO. scanning receivers and CB
radIO. including micro-processor
based equipment.
We offer an excellent salary
working with a small
enthusiastic team In a friendly
atmosphere.
We also have position available
for a

TRAINEE ENGINEER
Telephone or write with CV for
an interview to:
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 London Road. North End.
Portsmouth P02 9AE.
Tel: 0705 662145

•

Please
mention

when replying
to all
Adverts
CITIZENS' 8ANO

JANUARY 1989

Kindly mention Citizens' Band when replying to advertisements
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If its advice you need
on microphones or
any aspect of CB, your
nearest Sadelta main
dealer below has
been especially
selected for his
expertise. Call him
now, he will be
pleased to advise
you. He also
stocks the
complete Sadelta
range .... naturally!

AXDON TELEVISION

....-::J---- (PERTH)
0738-23753

BROOM KNOLL ELECTRONICS
(AIRDRIE)

0236-54580

PAMA & CO
(MANCHESTER)

KNIGHTS
(KIRTON IN L1NDSEY)

061-445-8918

0652-648378

B. A. YEOMAN & SON
(NORWICH)
0603426294

SQUARE WHEELS
(BIRMINGHAM)

021 -460-1 581
O.T.S.
{LEIGH-ON-SEAI

MODULATIONS
(ABINGDON)

0702-714330

0235-21400

CB TRADING COMPANY
(CLEVEDON. AVON)

0272 874192

HENRY'S
(LONDON)

01-724-0323

CHAT8ACK CB
(CAMBORNE)

0209-715773

UK DISTRIBUTORS
NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
PORTSMOUTH

0705-662145

GUILDFORD CB CENTRE
(GUILDFORD)

0483-574434

INRANGE
(HASTINGS)

0424-715709

•

•

communications
The Sole Importer &
Distributor of these Products
r_'"
fIl @]
lLJ~

ALSO STOCKISTS
OF CB ACCESSORIES
e~50n1C

Communication
Britannia Works Building.
Sherborne Street, Manchester M3 , ~F
Tel. no : 061 834 8818

Fax no: 061 835 2125

